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INTRODUCTION
Portfolio theory attempts to answer two fundamental
questions concerning financial investments. In the language
of the old adage "Don't put all of your eggs in one basket,"
the two questions arising are: 1) "How many baskets should
the eggs be put into?" and 2) "How many eggs should be put
into each basket?" The first question, that of optimal di-
versification, has been curiously overlooked in the litera-
ture, while the second question, that of optimal allocation
over a fixed number of "baskets," has been the subject of
intense exploration by a number of authors. Markowitz [22
and 23], Tobin [33 and 34], Baumol [1 and 2], Sharpe [29],
Lintner [19], Mossin [24], and stone [31 and 32], to men-
tion only a few, have examined the allocation problem in
some detail, but a search of the literature for studies on
1the diversification problem per se yielded only the em-
pirical work of Evans and Archer [5], Kane [14], Uhler and
Cragg [35], and short theoretical pieqes by Markowitz [23
Chapter 5], Francis and Archer [9], Mao [21], and Sharpe
[28] •
lThe title "Diversification" has been applied
generically to allocations studies as well, but in this
paper, the term diversification refers specifically to
the question of the number of securities or "baskets."
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Intuitively, it might seem that the diversification
question has to be answered before the allocation problem
can even be attacked. One might reasonably ask, how can
an optimal allocation pattern be determined before both the
number and nature of the alternative, competing projects
are known? A strong case can also be made for a simul-
taneous solution to the two problems. If the fixed number
of "baskets" in the allocation problem. includes all pos-
sible "baskets," then the diversification problem can be
subsum.ed in the allocation problem; the optimal degree of
diversification is simply the number of non-zero entries
in the optimal allocation mix.
Thus a case can be made for examining the diversi-
fication probl__ em prior to examining the allocation problem,
and another case can be made for studying the two problems
simultaneously. The remaining choice, that of taking the
allocation problem first and then the diversification prob-
lem, is neither intuitively logical nor analytically pre-
cise, but nonetheless, it is the approach taken in this
thesis. Part I examines single-period portfolio-allocation
problem, and Part II examines the single-period portfolio-
diversification problem. The reason for adopting this ap-
parent reverse order is that the common underlying struc-
ture of the two problems is very strong, and by examining
- 3 -
the allocation problem first, the great wealth of analysis
that has been developed by the abundant studies of this
problem, can be reviewed and reworked somewhat, and can
then be applied to the relatively underexplored problem of
diversification.
Part I is divided into three chapters. Chapter I
develops a single-step solution procedure (SSSP) for the
single-period allocation problem. The SSSP is based on a
direct extension of the tools of modern utility theory and
personal equilibrium. Specifically, the rules for the con-
strained maximization of a compound objective function re-
place the rules for the constrained maximization of a simple
objective function that are employed in standard consumer
theory. In this respect, the SSSP can be fitted into the
new model of consumer theory developed by Lancaster [15].
The general model employed to develop the SSSP can
also be viewed as an extension of an important work by
Stone [31]. with his two-parameter functional representa-
tion (TPFR), Stone was able to synthesize much of the earlier
work on portfolio allocation, including that of Markowitz
[22], Tobin [33], Sharpe [29], Lintner [19], and Mossin
[24]. By employing the TPFR, Stone managed to side-step
the controversy over the precise nature of the preferred
measure of risk, be it variance, semi-variance, standard-
- 4 -
deviation, lower confidence limit, or whatever. Instead,
he merely assumed that the investor's utility function
could be adequately characterized by two parameters: 1)
the mean of portfolio return: and 2) a generalized measure
of risk.
In the general model for the SSSP in Chapter I, the
number, as well as the nature, of the parameters is gen-
eralized. It is assumed that the investor's utility func-
tion can be adequately characterized by a number of gen-
eralized parameters that is finite, but otherwise arbitrary.
Thus stone's TPFR can be viewed as a special case of a
multiparameter functional representation (MPFR).
The approach of the SSSP is straightforward, and
insights into the allocation problem can be developed
through the analogy of the SSSP to consumer theory. Un-
fortunately, in the SSSP, as in consumer theory, the role
of the utility function is placed into the fore of the
analysis, and the nature of the optimal solution appears
to be totally dependent on the particular preferences of
each investor. For an individual investor who is fully
aware of the precise properties of his utility function,
this feature of the SSSP might not be particularly damaging
to its application. However, for an investor who is only
vaguely aware of these properties, or for the impersonal
- 5 -
investing firm that is unable to define the utility func-
tion adequately, the focus on. the utility function makes
the 888P virtually unusable.
An important breakthrough in the theory of port-
folio selection, which offers the hope of a remedy for the
2
above defect of the 588P, is the concept of separation
that was originally developed by Fisher for investment
theory and that has been adapted to portfolio theory by,
Tobin, Lintner, and others. The characteristic functions
and the utility function each play important roles in de-
termining the optimal solution to the allocation problem.
If the role of the characteristic functions can be isolated
and examined, then efficiency conditions can be developed
that are not dependent on the particular form of the util-
ity function. These conditions will then have been "sepa-
rated" from the confines of utility theory, and will apply
generally to a broad class of individual investors and in-
vesting firms.
An analogy can be drawn between the principle of
separation and the concept of Pareto Optimality in welfare
21 have underscored the word, concept, to indicate
that the concept of separation may eventually represent an
important contribution to investment theory, even if the
existing separation theorems are limited in scope.
- 6 -
economics. 3 A complete solution to the social op~imum
problem depends on the form of the social welfare function.
However, important aspects of the social optimum can be
isolated, without reference to the social welfare function,
by means of the analysis of efficiency conditions that are
common to all, or at least to a broad class of social wel-
fare functions. The set of these independent efficiency
conditions are referred to as the conditions for Pareto,
Optimality. Similar efficiency conditions can be developed
for financial investments, and they have been classified
as "separation" properties.
Chapter II examines the question of separation for
the class of dual-characteristic models. The theorems of
Tobin, Lintner, Sharpe, Mossin, and stone are presented,
and several new theorems are added. These theorems demon-
strate that the conditions of the theorems of the previous
authors are overly restrictive and can be relaxed.
Another feature of the SSSP that discourages its
use by financial institutions is that it requires that the
entire portfolio be managed as a single entity. Perhaps
this is an accurate description of the way in which an
3This analogy was suggested by Kane in his review
of an earlier draft of the thesis.
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I
individual investor manages his own portfolio, but divisional
specialization in the management of security portfolios is
an almost universal practice of financial institutions.
Even the smallest firms segregate securities by broad
classes (e.g., stocks versus bonds, etc.), and the larger
firms in turn subdivide each of these classes. For ex-
ample, in a large bank each of the "bond men" may special-
ize in either municipals, federal agency issues, TreasuFY
issues, corporate bonds, or commercial paper.
Thus, in practice, the security portfolio is not
managed as a single indivisible entity. Instead, classes
of assets and classes of liabilities are handled by sepa-
rate divisions of the firm, each with at least some degree
of autonomous decision-making authority. When, if ever,
can such a decentralized decision-making process result in
a solution consistent with the optimal centralized solution?
This is an important practical question, but one that has
been largely overlooked in the modern portfolio theory
analysis embodied in the work of Markowitz, Tobin, Sharpe,
Fama, Lintner, Mossin, Stone, and others.
Chapter III examines the question of decomposition
within the framework of the dual-characteristic model. A
decomposition theorem is presented, and the questions of
the optimal structuring of divisions, and the optimal design
- 8 -
of the divisional problems are explored. One of the
pleasant surprises of decomposition is that the separation
property can be considered to be as the special case of
decomposition where there is a single independent division.
Accordingly, the separation theorems of Chapter II can be
developed as corollaries to the decomposition theorem in
Chapter III.
For an individual investor with limited financing
opportunities, limited investment opportunities, and with
a limited amount of time to manage his portfolio, the under-
lying assumption of Part I, that the number of investment
opportunities is fixed, might not be overly restrictive.
However, the empirical work of Uhler and Cragg [35] sug-
gests that there is at least some degree of variability in
the number of holdings by households, and the wcork of Kane
[14] indicates that the extent of diversification is an im-
portant variable in the portfolios of large commercial
banks. The importance of the diversification question is
in part reflected by the fact that one of the reasons that
investing firms tend to operate in divisions is that di-
visional specialists are in a much better position to ap-
praise new investment opportunities in their own division,
and thus determine the desirable extent of diversification
within their firm. In spite of the importance of the problem,
- 9 -
the question of the optimal degree of diversification has
been virtually overlooked in the portfolio literature.
Part II represents an initial, though admittedly
meager, attempt at correcting this oversight. In Part II,
the tools that were developed in Part I for the allocation
problem are applied to the diversification problem. Chap-
ter IV develops diversification theorems that are based on
the SSSP, and Chapter V develops diversification theorems
that are based on the separation theorems and decomposition
theorems of Part I.
Much of the analysis in portfolio theory applies
equally well to all investors, large or small, and for in-
dividual investors as well as for large financial institu-
tions. However, as I have tried to indicate in this in-
troduction, the specific problems examined in this thesis,
separation, decomposition and diversification, are probably
more important to financial institutions than they are to
individual investors.
PAR T I
THE SINGLE-PERIOD PORTFOLIO-ALLOCATION PROBLEM
CHAPTER I
A SINGLE-STEP SOLUTION PROCEDURE
1.1 Portfolio Space and the
Set of Feasible Portfolios
Let an' n=l, .•. ,N, represent the dollar amount
invested in each of the N securities available to the in-
vestor in the single-period portfolio allocation problem.
If Pn' n=l, ••• ,N, is the price per share of each security,
and qn' n=l, .•. ,N, represents the number of shares pur-
chased or held for the period, then Pnqn' n=l, ••• ,N, also
represents the dollar amount invested in each security, or
A positive investment in the nth security, an > 0,
implies that the nth security is held as an asset; a nega-
tive investment in the nth security, an < 0, implies that
the nth security is held as a liability; and an investment
of zero in the nth security, an=O, implies that the nth
security is not held by the investor.
Given the above convention of treating liabilities
as the negative of assets, the accounting identity that
"net worth equals total assets minus total liabilities"
can be expressed as the sum of all holdings, or the sum of
the portfolio weights,
- 11 -
N
net worth = r an
n=l
- 12 -
=
By letting A be the (N X 1) vector of portfolio
weights, p the (N X 1) vector of prices, and Q the (N X 1)
vector of share holdings,
A = , p =
then the net worth identity can be expressed in vector
notation as, net worth = I'A = P'Q, where I is an (N X 1)
vector of ones.
If the net worth of the investor, or investing
firm, is taken as fixed at some level, V, for the single-
period problem, then the net worth relationship, I'A = V,
becomes a binding constraint on portfolio choice.
The equality sign, rather than a less-than-or-
equal-to symbol, is used to indicate that one of the se-
curities in the portfolio, perhaps cash, represents a re-
sidual holding, so that the sum of all holdings must pre-
cise1y exhaust the net worth of the portfolio.
The set of all portfolios (A-space), can be repre-
sented geometrically by all of RN• In the 3-security case
(N=3), the net-worth constraint is a plane in R3 cutting
each axis at the level of V (Fig. 1.1). This plane can be
- 13 -
(Fig. I.I)
divided into seven regions corresponding to the asset-
liability structure of the portfolio. In region (I), all
three securities are held as assets. In region (2), the
first security is held as a liability and the second and
third are held as assets. In region (3), the second se-
curity is a liability and the first and third are assets,
and so on for the remaining regions. Each security can be
held either as an asset or as a liability, but for V > 0,
all securities cannot be held as liabilities simultaneously.
Thus, for the general N-dimensional case, the number of
regions will be 2N-I. (Note that for N=3, 2N-l = 8-1 = 7.)
In addition to the net-worth constraint, the in-
vestor may be faced with other institutional constraints
- 14 -
in selecting his portfolio. Certain securities might be
available to the investor only as assets, and others only
I " b"l"t" 4as ~a ~ ~ ~es. Or there might be limits on the extent
to which a security can be held either as an asset or as
a liability. Such restrictions limit the range of port-
folio choice to a subset of portfolios in the net-worth
plane. The asset-only model is an important example in
which portfolio choice is limited to region (1) of Fig. 1.1.
Legal restrictions represent another source of
possible constraints on the problem of portfolio choice.
Included in this class of constraints are the reserve re-
quirements placed on commercial banks which require that
the one class of liabilities (e.g., demand deposits or
time deposits) do not exceed some multiple of the sum of
one subset of assets.
Any portfolio (a point in A-space) that is con-
sistent with all of the constraints and restraints on the
portfolio problem, will be referred to as a feasible port-
folio, and the set of all feasible portfolios will be
4Even if the investor can hold the security as
an asset or as a liability (by either borrowing the se-
curity, or selling it short), unless the buying and sell-
ing prices (rates) are equal, then the security should be
treated as two distinct securities, one as an asset only,
and the other as a liability only.
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denoted by the symbol, A, read as "script A." In this
thesis, unless otherwise specified, it is assumed that the
only operative restriction on the single-period portfolio
problem is the net-worth constraint. Consequently, the
set of feasible portfolios can be defined by the expression
A = . {A IJ 1 A= V}
1.2 Characteristic Space and the
Set of Feasible Characteristics
Potentially, each point in A-space can be charac-
terized by an almost unlimited number of features. For
example, if the returns on the individual securities are
considered to be random variables, then both the dollar
return and the relative return on each investment in the
portfolio are random variables. In addition, both the
dollar return and the relative return on the entire port-
folio, plus the investor 1 s end-of-period wealth, are random
variables. Any of the properties of any of these distri-
butions, including all of their moments (e.g., mean, vari-
ance, skewdness, etc.), can be considered to be character-
istics of the portfolio.
Presumably, many of these characteristics will
be interrelated, and many others will not be of direct
- 16 -
concern to the investor,S but, conceivably, the investor
may desire, or be averse to, any number of independent
characteristics. The list might include several measures
of return, such as the mean of the portfolio return, and
the probability of a portfolio return above a certain level.
And/or the list might include measures of default risk, or
the probability of a portfolio return below a certain level,
in addition to the more common risk measures of variation
about the mean. Moreover, the investor might be concerned
with certain properties of the returns on his individual
investments. For example, an embarrassing loss on any single
investment might threaten the sound and conservative image
of the institution. Consequently, the probability of a
loss on an individual investment below some critical level
might be of particular concern to the investing firm.
Traditional capital theory assumes that the only
characteristic of the portfolio of interest to the investor
is the mean of the portfolio return, measured either in
dollar terms or in relative terms. Modern portfolio theory,
SIn the special case where the investor's utility
function of wealth is quadradic, or where the portfolio
return is distributed normally, it can be shown that the
investor need only be concerned with the first two moments
of the distribution. (See Tobin [33], pp. 74-77.)
- 17 -
in the tradition of Markowitz [22 and 23], and Tobin [33],
has doubled the number of fundamental characteristics to
two. Different portfolio theorists have employed various
dual-characteristic models including mean/variance, mean/
standard-deviation, and mean/probability of a loss below
some disaster level, where the random variable involved is
either dollar portfolio return, or relative portfolio re-
turn.
Stone [31] has developed a dual-characteristic
model which generalizes the above models. His "two param-
eter functional representation" (TPFR), includes the mean
and a general single-parameter measure of risk. Actually,
stone's (TPFR) consists of two models, one for dollar port-
folio return, and one for relative portfolio return. It
is possible to conceive of an even more general dual-char-
acteristic model in which both characteristics are gener-
alized, and are not even identified as risk and return
measures. Both of stone's models, along with all of the
models that the (TPFR) generalizes, are special cases of
the general dual-characteristic model.
The entire class of dual-characteristic models,
including stone's (TPFR), the mean/variance models, etc.,
can be fitted into a general "Lancasterian" framework 6 in
6See Lancaster [15], pp. 132-157.
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which the number of general characteristics, M, is finite
but otherwise arbitrary in number. Theorems that hold in
general for the M-characteristic model will hold for the
special cases of the various dual-characteristic models.
However, as will be demonstrated in this chapter and in
subsequent chapters, the form of the proofs of some theo-
rems may depend on the unique structure of the dual-charac-
teristic models. Consequently, theorems that hold for the
dual-characteristic case need not hold for the general
M-characteristic model.
The characteristics of the portfolio are functions
of the joint distribution of the returns on the individual
securities as well as the set of portfolio weights, A.
However, if the joint distribution is exogenous with re-
spect to the portfolio weights (i.e., the investor is a
"distribution taker"), then the characteristics can be ex-
pressed as functions of the portfolio weights alone.
em = Cm (A) 7m=l, ••• ,M.
71f , in addition to being a "distribution taker"
the investor is a price taker (i.e., the prices of the
securities are exogenous with respect to the number of
shares purchased by the individual), then the character-
istic functions can be expressed as functions of the
vector of shares, 0, alone. This additional assumption
was made by Stone in his TPFR, but it will not be made
here. Given a set of prices, the optimal number of shares
can be calculated from the optimal portfolio weights by
o 0qn = an , n=l, ..• ,N.
Pn
- 19 -
Taken as a set, these characteristics comprise a vector
valued function of the portfolio weights. C: RN + RM•
Cl(A)
C = C (A) =
That is, each point in A-space is mapped into some point
in characteristic-space (C-space).8 In particular, each
point in the set of feasible portfolios is mapped into a
region (not necessarily connected) in C-space (Fig. 1.2
for N=3, M=2). This region will be referred to as the
set of feasible characteristics, and will be denoted by
the symbol, C, (read as "script C") •
C = {Clc = C(A) and I'A = V}, or in set notation,
C = C (A) •
'-- ~ cz.
(Fig. 1.2)
BIn general, several portfolios could have the same
set of characteristics, so that the C function can be many-
to-one.
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1.3 The Maxi~ization Process:
Two Views
In the single-period portfolio-allocation problem,
the investor seeks to maximize his utility function, U,
defined over C-space, subject to the feasibility constraint.
This maximization process can be depicted geometrically in
either C-space or in A-space. The view in C-space focuses
on the levels of the various characteristics as the de-
cision variables of the problem and highlights the nature
of the optimal point, Co, in C-space. In contrast, the
view in A-space focuses on the portfolio weights as the
decision variables of the problem, and highlights the na-
°ture of the optimal portfolio, A •
°In A-space (Fig. 1.3), the optimal portfolio, A ,
is the point, or set of points (the optimal portfolio need
not be unique), that lies on the highest attainable level
set of the composite function (U ° C). The location of"
o
the point, A , in A-space explicitly determines the nature
of the optimal portfolio. For example, the optimal asset-
liability structure is determined by the region of the net-
o
worth plane containing A (recall Fig. 1.1). In addition,
o
the location of A on an edge or at a corner of the "asset-
only" region of A indicates the optimal degree of special-
ization, or diversification, up to the maximum number
of N.
- 21 -
(Fig. 1.3)
A principle objection to the A-space representa-
tion of the maximization process is that it obscures the
separate roles of the utility function and the character-
istics function in determining the shape of the level sets
of (U 0 C). These level sets need not be cup-shaped as in
Fig. 1.3; both the slope and curvature of the level sets
depend on the combined properties of U and C.
If two of the securities are considered to be per-
fect substitutes (i.e., perfectly positively correlated),
- 22 -
then the level sets of (U 0 C) will have one degree of
linearity, as in Fig. 1.4.
to
r-------I_ (CA 0 c.)
((). 0 C)1.
(Fig. 1.4)
If all three securities are perfectly positively
9
correlated then the level sets of (D 0 C) are planes, as
in Fig. 1.5.
9Both of these examples were suggested by Petersen
in a review of an earlier draft of the thesis.
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(Fig. 1.5)
o
Viewed in C-space, the optimal point, C , in C
o
must be selected before the optimal portfolio, A can be
o
determined. C is the point in C lying on the highest
attainable indifference curve of U (Figs. i ~-6a---I--.6d) •
As Figs. 1.6a - 1.6d indicate, the location of the
o
point, C , in the feasible set depends both on the shape
of the feasible set, and on the attitudes of the investor
toward each of the characteristics. If the attitude of
the investor, be it one of desire or aversion, is not
satiated over the range of the feasible set (i.e., the
first partials of the utility function do not change sign),
(Fig.l.6a)
both C1 and C2 desirable
- 24 -
(Fig. 1. 6b)
cl averse and c2 desirable
c'1
1------.;~ .. C2.
(Fig. 1. 6c)
1 2both C and C averse
c%.
~--------~
(Fig.l.6d)
cl desirable and c2 averse
o
then the point C will lie on the boundary of C. The sec-
o
tion of the boundary of C containing C depends on the
signs of the first partials of the utility function, where
U > 0 indicates that the roth characteristic is desired by
m
the investor, and Urn < 0 indicates that the investor is
averse to the mth characteristic.
- 25 -
Once the optimal point in C-space has been se-
o
lected, then the optimal portfolio, A , can be determined
by the point, or points (since it need not be unique), in
o
A that are mapped into C (Fig. 1.7). If more than one
point in A ois mapped into C , then anyone of these
points will serve as the optimal portfolio.
(Fig. 1.7)
The C-space view of the maximization process re-
veals the independent roles of the utility function and the
characteristic function, but it shifts the focus away from
the crucial decision variables--the portfolio weights--
and it obscures the nature of the optimal portfolio. The
- 26 -
A-space view also proves to be a more suitable frame of
reference for the depiction of both the "missing-planes"
problem, and the "capital-market plane" controversy that
are examined in Chapters II and III. Thus, the two views
highlight different features of the optimization process,
and taking them together adds insight into the portfolio
problem.
1.4 A Single-Step Solution Procedure for
the General M-Characteristic Model
The Lagrangean function for the single-period
portfolio allocation problem can be written as
,
L (A, A) = (U 0 C) (A) - A (I A-V),
where A is an undetermined multiplier. The first-order
conditions can be written in vector notation as
(1)
,
JU · JC = Al , and
(2) I' A = V ,
where I is a vector of ones, and J represents the Jacobian,
or matrix of first partials,
JC =
JU = (UI, .•• ,UM) , and
ClN
Breaking down the vector notation into individual
equations, (1) can be expressed as
(3)
M
L Urn C~ = A
m=l
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n=l, ... ,N.
Equation (3) can be interpreted as stating that, in equilib-
rium, the total marginal utility of the last dollar invested
in each security (i.e., the sum of the marginal effect on
each component weighted by the marginal utility of that
component), must be the same for all securities. The value
of the total marginal utility that all securities must be
adjusted to is A which, in equilibrium, is the marginal
utility of an extra dollar of net worth to invest.
Assuming that the second-order conditions are met,
then a solution to the above system of N+l equations in
N+l unknowns, if a solution exists, provides a locally op-
timal portfolio. Additional restrictions can be placed on
the utility function and on the choice of characteristics
to insure that the first-order conditions are both neces-
sary and sufficient for a global as well as local optimum.
1.5 An Example of the Single-Step Solution
Procedure: The Mean/Variance Model
When the single-step solution procedure is applied
to the mean/variance model as a special case of the dual-
characteristic model, the first-order conditions form a
set of linear equations which are directly soluble assuming
that the variance-covariance matrix is invertible.
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Let the first characteristic be the mean of port-
folio return, and let the second be its variance. C1 (A) =
~'A, and C2 (A) = A'EA, where ~ is the vector of the means
of the individual returns, and E is the variance-covariance
matrix.
Then JU = (Ul ,U2), and JC =(2~:E)' By multiply-
ing the two Jacobians together, (I) becomes
(4)
(The 11011
00 ° ,JU · JC = Ul ~'+ 2 U2 A E = ~f' •
indicates equilibrium or optimal values.) Reca1l-
ing that U1 , U2 , and A are scalars; ~ and A are (N X 1) vec-
tors; and that E is an (N X N) symmetric matrix such that
E' = E , then the transpose of (4) can be written as
(5) U1°~ + 2 U2 ° EAo = AOf •
Subtracting U1°~ from both sides of (5) gives
(6) 2U2 °E AO = AOf - U1°~
For U2 ~ 0 (i.e., the investor is not indifferent to risk)
dividing both sides of (6) by the scalar 2U2 yields
(7)
Equation (7) can be solved for AO by multiplying both sides
AOE-If - UloL-l~
2u02
Substituting the above expression for AO in the net-worth
constraint (1) gives
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(9 )
Equation (9) can be used to solve for AO by first multi-
plying (9) by 2U2 such that
(10) 2U2°V = AOJ'E-IJ - UiJ'E-I~ ,
then adding UloJ'E-l~ to both sides of (10) gives
(11) 2U2°V + UloJ'E-I~ = AOf'E-IJ ,
and finally, dividing (11) by the non-zero scalar, J'E-lf,
gives
(12 )
This expression can be used to eliminate AO from
(8) in the expression for AO. Direct substitution yields
the following:
(13) AO = (2U2 °V + UloJ'E-l~ \ E-IJ _ UloE-I~
f'E-lf ) 2U2° 2U2°
Multiplying this expression out gives
(14 )
Collecting terms yields an expression for the optimal port-
for the mean/variance model, the optimal portfolio is equal
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v
to I'L-II L-1I (which in Chapter 2 will be shown to be the
minimum-variance feasible portfolio) plus an adjustment
factor which is a constant portfolio times the optimal
( U1
0
)ratio
2
0 '. This ratio is the negative of the marginal
rate of substitution between risk and return.
1.6 An Example of the M-Characteristic
Model for M > 2
The model constructed in this section is not in-
tended as a specific improvement on existing models. In-
stead, it is chosen only to illustrate the generality of
the single-step procedure.
Assume that the investor is concerned with the
risk on each individual investment. As indicated in Sec-
tion 1.2, one reason for such concern might be that the
investing institution feels that the undertaking of risky
investments, even though portfolio risk might be low, would
threaten the sound, conservative image of the institution.
Each measure of risk on an individual investment, en, n=l,
••. ,N, is a function of the nth weight alone.
In addition, let the investor be interested in
expected portfolio return. eN+l(A) = ~'A where ~ is the
vector of expected returns per dollar on the securities.
m
With e = 0, n~m, and e N+l = ~n, (13) becomes
n n
(16) Un e~ + UN+l ~n = A for n = 1, .•. ,N
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or for UN+1 # 0 (i.e., the investor is not indifferent to
portfolio return) then,
(17 ) Un
UN+l
for n=l, ••. ,N.
Equation (17) states that in equilibrium the return on the
last dollar invested plus the change in risk, weighted by
the marginal rate of substitution of risk for return, must
be the same for all securities.
1.7 A Theorem on Weighted Averages
A theorem that plays an important role in both
separation and decomposition theorems states that for any
1 1 2 2two sets of N weights, (bl, ..• ,bN) and (bl, .•. ,bN) such
N 1 N 2
that L b = L b the following relationship holds
m=l n m=l n'
~ u r~ Cmb1 - ~ c
n
m b 2 l = 0
m=l mL~=l n n m=l nJ
The corollaries to the theorem on weighted aver-
ages demonstrate the variety of ways in which the Lagrangean
multiplier, A, can be eliminated from the first-order con-
ditions. The method by which stone eliminated A was in
part responsible for his stxucturing of the separation
problem which caused him to overlook the possibility of a
riskless combination of securities satisfying the "risk-
less-security" requirements of his theorems.
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Proof:
From line (3) in section 1.4,
M
L U Cm = A
m=l m n
n=l, •.. ,N
Taking a weighted average of these equations first with
the set of weights (b~, ... ,b~), and then with the set of
weights (bi, ... ,b~>' gives
(18 )
(19)
N M Umc~ln N 1 N 1L L = l: Abn = A~=lb n' andm=l m=l n=l
N M Umc~2n = N 2 A~ b 2L l: l: Ab =
n=l m=l n=l n n=l n
Subtracting (19) from (18) gives
(20 ) N M mIN M m 2 (N 1 N 2~l: r U C b - l: l: U C b = ALb -l: b
m=l m=l m n n n=l m=l m n n n=l n n=l n
N b 1 N 2 N 1 N 2If l: = l: b, then l: b - l: b = 0,
n=l n n=l n n=l n n=l n
and (20) becomes
(21 ) N MIN M m1l: L U C~ n - L L UmCnb n = 0
n=l m=l m n=l m=l
the desired result.
= 0m.1 N m2~C n - L C b
n n n=l n n(22 )
Collecting terms yields
tl Um[Ll
Q.E.D.
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Corollary 1.
1
If b i =
for n~j, then
1 b l =,
n
o for nti, and b~ = 1, b 2 = 0
n
Proof:
~ U (c~ - cm).) = 0
m=l m ..... for i, j = 1, ..• ,N
N
L
n=l
N
= 1 = L
n=l
hence the previous theorem
holds.
M[N c~l _ N c"2~ = 0(22 ) L L L
m=l n=l n n n=l
N 1 m N ~2 cz:tBut, with L Cmb = Ci ' and L C = , (22 ) becomesn=l n n n=l n n J
(23 )
Q.E.D.
for i, j = 1,. ,•. , N
This corollary demonstrates that A can be elimi-
nated from the first-order equations by fixing j, and
letting i run from 1 to N. Only N-l of these equations
will be independent.
Corollary 1 could have been proven directly from
the set of first-order conditions.
Proof:
n=l, ... ,N.
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Or, for i, j = 1, •.. , N
M m
= A = L VmC).
m=l
Subtracting gives the desired result
M ' m ')
L U (c. - cmJ. = 0m=l m 1 for i, j = 1, •.. ,N
Corollary 2 demonstrates the usefulness of the
framework of the theorem, by generalizing the process de-
veloped in Corollary 1 of using one equation to eliminate
A from the remaining first-order conditions.
Corollary 2.
N 2
= 0 for n~i,o and L b =1, then
n=l n
~ Urn (c~ - ~ C~~) = 0
m=l 1 n=l
Proof:
for i=l, ••• ,N
N
b l
N
b 2L = 1 = L hence theorem I holds, and
n=l n n=l n'
with (22) ,
M [N 1 N 2]L V L C~ - L C~n = 0
m=l m n=l n n n=l
N
Crnb l C~But L = and (22 ) becomes
n=l n n 1
(24) ~ Urn (c~ - ~ c~~) = 0
m=l n=l
Q.E.D.
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By letting i range from 1 to N in (24), A can be·
eliminated from the first-order conditions by means of a
weighted average. Again, only N-l of these equations will
be independent.
Corollary 3.
N
b l b~ b 2If L = 1, and = 1, = 0 for n~j, then
n=l n J n
M C c~l cj)r U L = 0 for j = 1, ... ,N.m=l m n=l n n
Proof:
N 1 N 2L b = 1 = L b and theorem I holds, and by (22) ,
n=l n n=l n
M [N C~l - ¥ cllVJL U L = o' •
m=l m n=l n n n=l n n
N c~2 = C~But with L , (22 ) becomes
n=l n n J
(25 )
Q.E.D.
~ U (~ C~nn1 - cmJ~l\ = 0
m=l m n=l V j = 1, ... ,N •
Corollary (3) is introduced only as a means of
examining the work of Stone [31], (see Section 1.10).
Stone's focus on this corollary, rather than on the more
general form of the theorem, caused him to overlook the
possibility of a riskless combination of securities re-
placing his requirement of a riskless security in his
theorems.
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1.8 The Special Case of Homogen'eous Functions
If each of the characteristic functions is homo-
geneous of degree k
m
, m=1,2, then the theorem on weighted
averages and its corollaries, which were initially expressed
in terms of first partial derivatives, can be expressed in
terms of the functions themselves.
km, then
weights
Proof:
By Euler's
N m~=l Cnbn =
b I , · · .bN •
theorem, if Cm is homogeneous of degree
kmCm(B) where B is a vector of the
(26 )
By the definition of homogeneity
kCm(tB) = t mcm(B).
Differentiating (26) with respect to t gives
( m m\ km-l m( )(27) cI, ... ,CN)B = kmt C B.
Setting t=l in (27) yields
(28 )
Q.E.D.
N
L
n=l
Substituting (28) into (22), (24), and (25) gives
three additional relationships:
M
U k (em (B1 ) _ cm (B2 )J(29 ) L = 0;
m=l m m
M
U [e~- k cm (B2J i=l, ••• ,N;(30 ) L = 0,
m=l m J. m
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(31)
M
E
m=l
U
m
= 0, j=l, ••• ,N •
1.9 Dual-Characteristic Models
When M=2, the various expressions for the first-
order conditions simplify considerably. Moreover, these
conditions can be given an additional interpretation in
terms of the marginal rate of substitution between the two
characteristics (MRS 12 ).
The original first-order conditions (3) become
(32) n=l, ... ,N,
and (22), the theorem on weighted averages, becomes
(N C1b1 _ ~ C1b 2 ] + U2 0 C2b 2 N c2b~(33 ) U E - E = o •1 n=l n n n=l n n n=l n n n=l n n
Dividing (33) by - U1 [~ C2b 1 _ ¥ C2b 2J = 0n=l n n n=l n n
[~ C1b1 _ ~ clb~ / [oN 2 1 N c 2bjand adding E C b - En=l n n n=l n n n=l n n n=l n n
to each side
(34 )
gives
N
E
n=l
= N
E
n=l
2 2
C b
n n
The term on the left can be interpreted as the MRS12 •
Similar derivations for the three corollaries of
the weighted-averages theorem, (23), (24), and (25), and
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the homogeneous function relationships, (29) , (30) , and
(31) produce the additional expressions for MRS12 = -
U2 .
-
.
U1
U2 c~ - c~(35 ) MRS12 = - _. == l. ] for i,j=I, ••• ,NiUl ,c? - c~
J. J
c~ N C1b 2U2 == - I:(36 ) MRS12 = l. n=1 n n for i=l, ••• , N:U1
,
c~ N C2b 2- I:l. n=l n n
N 1 1 1U I: C b - C;(37 ) MRS12 = - --.2. == n=l n n J for j=l, •.• ,N:U1 N C2b 2 - C~I:
n=1 n n J
(38 ) MRS12
U2 :::: k 1 [C1(B
1 )
- C1 (B2J
=
Ul k 2 [c2 (B1 ) C2 (B2~
1 k l C
1 (B2 )U C. -(39 ) MRS12 =
. 2 :::: J. for i=l, .•• ,N;
-
,
U1 C? - k C2 (B2 )
J. 2
U2 :::: k Cl(B
l )
- C~
(40 ) MRS12 =
1 J for j =1 , ••• , N •
-
,
U1 k 2C
2 (Bl ) 2- C.
J
1.10 stone's TPFR
Stone's [31] TPFR is a special case of the dual-
characteristic model in which the first characteristic is
expected portfolio return, and the second is a general
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measure of risk. As such, all of the relationships de-
veloped in section 1.9 hold for the TPFR, with the appro-
I ' Ipriate substitutions; namely, C (A) = ~ (A), Cn = ~n'
2 2
n=l , ... , N, C (A) = 'I' (A), and C
n
= '£In' n=l, ••• , N •
The original first-order conditions, (32), become
(41) n=l, ••• , N.
This is precisely Stone's equation (5.4), p. 49.
For the TPFR, (36) becomes
(42 )
U2 ~. - 11 •MRS12
l. ] i,j = 1, ... ,N,= - =D1 '1'. - '1'.l. ]
which is stone's equation (5.6), p. 49.
CI(A) = 11' (A) is homogeneous of the first degree
(i. e. , k = 1) • So that (34) , (36 ) and (37 ) become:m
U2 • I
' 2
(43 ) MRSl2
11 B 11 B
= =
D1 N
'I' b l
N
'I' b 2I - t
n=l n n n=1 n n
U2
' 211· - 11 B(44 ) MRSl2
l. for i=I, ... ,N; and=
-- N0 1 If· - L If b 2l.
n=l n n
,
BID2 11 - 11'(45 ) MRS12 = --
J , for j=l, ••. ,N.
0 1 N b lL 'I' - '1'.
n=l n n ]
Stone did not develop (43 ) and (44) , but (45 ) is
his equation (5.21) , p. 56.
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When '¥ is a homogeneous function of degree k,
then from (38) , (39) , and (40) :
I 1 I B2U2 lJ B lJ(46 ) MRS12 = = ;Ul k ['¥ (Bl ) IjI (B2~-
I 2U2 lJ 0 - 11 B(47) MRS12
l. for i=l, •.• , N; and= U
l
-
,
'¥o - k,¥(B2 )
l.
I 1
U2 lJ B - lJo(48 ) MRS12
J for j=l, ••• ,N.=
-
=
Ul k,¥(Bl )
,
- ,¥o
J
stone did not develop these conditions in general,
but line (48), specialized for a riskless security (i.e.,
~j=O) is stone's equation (5.37), p. 69.
The relationships developed by Stone allow him to
construct the separation theorem that is presented in Chap-
ter II. However, developing the additional relationships
of this section can broaden the scope of his separation
theorem.
1.11 An Appraisal of the Single-Step
Solution Procedure
Stone, with his TPFR, was able to generalize the
models of Markowitz, Tobin, Baumol, Lintner, Sharpe, Fama,
Mossin, and others, and he paved the way for new models in-
volving the mean of portfolio return and various new meas-
ures of risk. The M-characteristic model, in turn, has
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generalized Stone's TPFR, and paves the way for new models
involving any number of different 'characteristics that may
be of interest to the investor. The issue of the precise
nature and number of the characteristics that an investor
ought to be concerned with has not been examined directly
in this study, but the analysis has been given new freedom.
The search for the proper form of the utility function need
no longer be restricted to two parameters.
In spite of these apparent pluses, the analysis
of Chapter I is not without its drawbacks. The SSSP can
,
be viewed as an extension of consumer theory a la Lancaster
[15], and in that vein it is subject to the same qualifica-
tions that plague consumer theory. First and foremost, the
analysis of the first-order, necessary conditions for a
local maximum must be backed up with a check of the second-
order, or possibly even higher-order conditions, to insure
that the conditions of the SSSP are both necessary and suf-
ficient for a local maximum. Also, the possibility of
multiple local maxima should be checked. The restrictions
of concave programming could insure that the first-order
conditions examined in Chapter I are both necessary and
sufficient for a global as well as a local maxima, but the
implications of these restrictions on the form of the char-
acteristic functions must be examined.
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Even with these qualifications aside, the set of.
first-order conditions need not be as easily soluble as in
the mean/variance example given. As is well known, the
method of counting equations and unknowns does not guaran-
t th t I · l' . 10 h b fee a an ana yt1C so ut10n eX1sts. In tea sence 0
an analytic solution in consumer theory, comparative-static
experiments are conducted to examine the nature of the so-
lution. These experiments were no~ conducted in this study,
but they should be included in a more complete analysis.
In addition to the above more or less standard
qualifications of utility analysis, the SSSP adds some new
problems resulting from its extensions of the tools of con-
surner theory through the use of a compound objective func-
tion. The characteristic functions require inputs which
in some cases are immense. For example, the mean/variance
model requires that the investor form expectations not only
of the expected returns on each of the securities, but on
the covariance between each pair of securities as well.
The Sharpe [28] diagonal model, designed to greatly reduce
these input requirements, has not been examined in this
lOThis objective is modified to some extent by
the existence of techniques for numerical approximation
for many forms of utility functions. See Stone [31],
p. 138.
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study, but an analogue to Sharpe's simplified model for
the general M-characteristic model would be an interesting
direction for further research.
For the financial institution, the SSSP falls
short in at least three other major respects:
1) The issue of determining the utility function
of the firm is a subject of continuing debate. Even if
this debate is resolved, determining the specific proper-
ties of the utility function required by the SSSP repre-
sents yet another set of calculations for the firm;
2) By treating the portfolio as a single indi-
visible entity, the SSSP ignores the existence of divisional
specialization; and
3) By treating the number of securities as fixed,
the SSSP ignores the important problem of evaluating new
securities in determining the optimal extent of diversifi-
cation.
Chapters II and III are devoted to the analysis of prob-
lems 1) and 2), respectively, and all of Part II is devoted
to an analysis of problem 3). However, in these remaining
chapters, the analysis is specialized to the dual-charac-
teristic model, leaving open the possibility of generaliz-
ing the analysis to the general M-characteristic model.
CHAPTER II
SEPARATION
2.1 The Separation Principle
in Portfolio Theory
The term, "separation," has been given a number
of different meanings in a number of different contexts.
In one context, a function of a set of variables is said
to be separable if it can be expressed as a sum of related
functions, each of which depends only on a subset of the
original variables. In another context, sets of points
in space are said to be separable if a plane can pass be-
tween the two sets, perhaps tangent to each set, but not
cutting either.
In the investment-theory literature, the term,
"separation," has yet another meaning; it refers to a
property of the solution to the investment problem. The
concept dates to 1930, when Fisher [8], ch. XI, developed
his model of capital theory. In a restatement of Fisher's
model, Hirshleifer defines separation by the statement:
The principle that .•• the productive decision is to
be governed solely by the objective market criterion ••• --
without regard to the individual's subjective prefer-
ences that enter into their consumptive decisions--
will appear repeatedly throughout this study. We
will call this principle the Separation Theorem. ll
11Hirshleifer [13], ch. 3, p. 63.
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Modern portfolio theory has developed as one
branch of capital theory. Typically in portfolio theory,
the analysis has focused on financial investments rather
than on productive investments, but the principle of
separation can be extended to financial investment deci-
sions. Any feature of the optimal portfolio that can be
shown to be independent of the individual's subjective
preferences has been "separated" from the confines of
utility theory. In this thesis, any theorem demonstrating
such a property will be referred to as a "separation the-
orem. "
Tobin [34] presented and proved one of the earli-
est separation theorems for portfolio theory, although he
did not refer to his theorem as a separation theorem, and
he made no attempt to tie his work back to Fisher. Lintner
[19] formally acknowledged the link between Fisher's con-
cept, Tobin's theorem, and his own work. Moreover, Lintner
attempted to fit his theorem into Fisher's original frame-
work. Sharpe [29] and Mossin [24] also developed separa-
tion theorems, and Stone, with his TPFR, was able to gen-
eralize the work of all of these authors. In Chapter II
each of these theorems will be presented and the relation-
ships between them will be examined.
In section 2.7, the framework for the analysis of
separation will be generalized from Stone's TPFR to the
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general dual-characteristic model. In section 2.8, the
general theorem will be specialized back to Stone's TPFR
to show how the assumptions of stone, and hence each of
the preceding authors, can be relaxed. Sections 2.9 and
2.10 are designed to demonstrate that the scope of the
concept of separation can be extended. Section 2.9 di-
rectly extends the preceding theorems, and section 2.10
breaks with the form of the earlier theorems to demonstrate
that ad hoc separation theorems are also possible for spe-
cific models.
2.2 The Effidient Frontier and the
Dominant Set of Portfolios
As was shown in section 1.3 (Fig. 1.6), if the
investor's attitudes are not satiated (i.e., the first
partials of the utility function do not change signs) over
the range of the feasible set of characteristics,
C = {C I C = C(A) and I'A = V}, then the optimal set of
characteristics will lie on the boundary of the feasible
set. Moreover, if the nature of the investor's attitude
(i.e., the sign of each first partial) toward each charac-
teristic can be determined, then the section of the boundary
containing the optimal portfolio can be determined. Marko-
witz [22] has labeled this section the "efficient frontier"
of the boundary of C. The optimal portfolio must also
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belong to a subset of the feasible portfolios that is
mapped into the efficient frontier. This subset of A has
been labeled the "dominant set" of portfolios.
In the dual-characteristics model, if the in-
vestor is averse to the second characteristic, then the
dominant set can be determined by the solution to the
problem of finding each feasible portfolio that minimizes
2 IC for each level of C •
Formally, the problem of finding the dominant
set can be stated as
Min C2 (A) subject to CI(A) = ~ and I'A = v.
Under suitable conditions, the first-order condi-
tions for the minimization of the Lagrangean function
L = C2 (A) - A' (CI(A) - C1 ) - A2 {I'A - V)
will be both necessary and sufficient for a solution.
The separation theorems of Tobin, Lintner, Sharpe,
Fama, Mossin, and Stone have been based on this concept of
the efficient frontier.
2.3 Tobin's Theorem
Tobin [33] first proved that the separation prop-
erty holds for the mean/variance and mean/standard-devia-
tion models when there exists a riskless security (assumed
to be cash) that offers a return of zero. In the proof,
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Tobin solves for the dominant set, and then demonstrates
that each portfolio in the dominant set, including the op-
timal portfolio, has the same relative investment in the
risky assets, or, in Tobin's words:
•.• the proportionate composition of the non-cash
assets is independent of their aggregate share of
the investment balance. This fact makes it possible
to describe the investor's decisions as if there were
a single non-cash asset, a composite formed by com-
bining the multitude of actual non-cash assets in
fixed proportions. 12
Tobin verbally restricted his proof to the asset-
only model, but he did not formally restrict the problem
with Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Consequently, the proof also
holds when liabilities are allowed. Similarly, Tobin
initially set the problem up in terms of relative invest-
ments (i.e., V = 1), but, as will be shown, the proof holds
for any finite level. of net-worth, V.
Definitions:
a) The Nth security will be assumed to be the riskless
security with a return of zero.
~
b) A will be the (N-l X 1) vector of investments in the
~o
risky securities. A is the optimal investment in the
risky securities.
l2Tobin [33], p. 84.
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~
c) ~ will be the (N-l X 1) vector of means of the returns
on the risky securities.
~
d) E will be the (N-l X N-l) variance-covariance matrix
of the returns on the risky securities.
Tobin introduces two additional variables:
e)
f)
~ ~
~R ~ ~'A will be the mean of the return on all risky
investments.
2 ~ ~~
a R ~ A'EA will be the variance of the return on all
risky investments.
Theorem 2.1: (Tobin's theorem for variance-averse investors
in the mean/variance model.)13 If the Nth security is
riskless, and bears a return of zero, and the variance-co-
~
variance matrix of the returns on risky investments, E, is
invertible, then the optimal investment in risky securities
~-l~is proportional to E ~ regardless of the particular utility
functions.
Proof:
If the Nth security is riskless and offers a return
~ ~~
A'EA = A'EA = aRe
of zero, then
(1)
(2)
~ ~
= ~'A = ~'A = ~R' and
13Tobin's proof [33], pp. 81-84, is less direct
than the one presented in this section, but the principal
arguments used in the development are the same.
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With (1) and (2) the Lagrangean function for de-
termining the dominant set becomes
(3)
Note that since the investment in the riskless security is
treated as a residual, the net-worth constraint does not
tV 0
constrain the choice of A, though it does constrain the
o
choice of A .
The first-order conditions for (3) are:
(4 )
(5 )
tV tV 'V
2EA = A~
'V 'V
,. 'A = ,.
"'" ""'R
and
(6 )
'V
If E is invertible, (4) can be solved for A,
'V-I
In (6) E is a constant (N-l X N-l) matrix, and
'V 'V ltV~ is a constant (N-I X 1) vector. Thus E- ~ is a constant
(N-I X 1) vector. The value of the scalar ; may vary from
point to point in the dominant set, but each point in the
set, including the optimal point, will have an investment
'V_ltV
in risky securities that is proportional to E ~.
Q.E.D.
2.4 Lintner's Theorem
Lintner [19] proved that the separation property
holds for the mean/standard-deviation model even if the
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return on the riskless security is non-zero. He recognized
that his proof also holds when liabilities are allowed, as
well as for the asset-only model, but he overlooked the
"missing-line problem" (see section 3.5). Lintner proved
his theorem only for relative investments (V = 1), but the
theorem, in a slightly modified form, holds for any non-
zero level of net-worth.
In the body of his paper [19], Lintner provides
a proof of his theorem that is essentially verbal, rein-
forced by geometry. In the appendix, he attempts a more
rigorous proof, but Stone [33], p. 120, has shown that
this proof fails. A valid proof of a more general version
of Lintner's theorem is presented in section 3.11. In this
present section (2.4), only Lintner's verbal/geometric proof
will be reconstructed.
Definitions:
a) The Nth security will be riskless, as it was in sec-
tion 2.3. However, the return on the riskless security
need not be zero. ~N' the Nth component of the mean vec-
tor ~ is the return on the riskless security.
b) w will denote the sum of the investments in the port-
folio of risky securities.
N-l IV
w = L a = I'A .
n=l n
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c) h n , n=l, ••• ,N-l, will denote the relative proportion
of each risky security in the portfolio of risky se-
curities.
h =
n -
n=l, .•• N-l.
Note that the variables h
n
, n=l, •.• ,N-l, can only be de-
fined for w ~ O. Overlooking this problem caused Lintner
also to overlook the "missing-line" problem (see section
3.5) •
'\,
d) Let H be the (N-IXl) vector of relative weights for
each of the risky securities.
'\,
H =
'\,
{The '\, indicates that H is an
(N-l X 1) vector.)
Lintner employs three other symbols that need in-
troduction.
'\, tV
e) llr = ll'H (The mean of the relative return on
the risky investments)
(The standard-deviation of the relative
return on risky investments)
g) e (The ratio of the excess of the rela-
tive return less the return on the un-
diversified portfolio of the riskless
security, to the standard-deviation)
The lower-case r distinguishes Lintner's relative re-
turn variables from Tobin's absolute-return variables. The
following relationships hold between the two pairs of vari-
abIes.
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h)
Proof:
'\J '\.. tV (l)A 1 '\.. '\.. 111 = 11' H = 11 ' = II ' A = llR .r w w iii
Q.E.D.
i) 1or = oR .w
Proof:
Q.E.D.
Also, the relative investments in risky securities
sum to unity.
Proof:
'\..
!'H
N-l
= L
n=l
h
n
1 N-l
= - L
W n=l an
1
=-w=
W 1 .
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.2: (Lintner's Theorem for standard-deviation-
14
averse investors in the mean/standard-deviation model.)
If the Nth security is riskless, then the relative compo-
sition of the investment in risky securities for the optimal
14The proof presented here is essentially the same
as Lintner's [19], pp. 16-19.
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portfolio can be determined by maximizing the function
'V llr _llNG(H) =
a
r
Proof:
'V
subject to the constraint that fiR = 1 .
h · 15 . AEac p01nt, A, 1n can be expressed as
(7 ) A =
whN_
V-w
N-I
ith E h
n
= I
n=l
In the mean/standard-deviation model,
(8) c l (A) = II I A, and
(9 ) C 2 (A) ="A I EA
Substituting (7) into (8) gives
CI(A) = III
whN_IV-w
N-I
= E whn + (V-w) llN' orn=l lln
(IO) IC (A) N-I= wE II hn + (V-w) llNn=l n
'V 'V
= wll'H + (V-w) llN
'V 'V
Substituting II for lliH in (IO) gives
r
CI{A) = w llr + {V-W)llN ' or
l5AlI points in A except the points for which
N-l
L an = W = 0 can be expressed in the form of (7).
n=l
(See "missing-plane problem", section 3.5.)
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Substituting (7) into (9), with the Nth security riskless,
gives
(12 )
with
(13)
2
C (A) =
or =. ';ft' Eft
C2 (A) =
, (12) becomes
wo
r
(14)
Solving for w in (13) gives
w = c
2 (A)
o
r
Substituting (14) into (11) yields
(15 ) C2 (A)= V~N + (~- ~ )o r N
r
Substituting 8 ~r - ~= N
O'r
into (15) gives
According to (16), each point in A is mapped into
a point in C on a straight line, L, with a C1 intercept of
V~N' and a slope, in the c l direction, of 8. (Fig. 2.1)
C."
V)lH .(F~g. 2.1)
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The slope, e, of the line, L, is a function only
~
of H, the relative composition of the investments in risky
~
securities. Points in A with the same value of H (and
hence the same value of e), will be mapped into the same
line in C, but all points will be mapped into some straight
line through the point (V~N' 0) in C.
Thus the set, C, consists of a set of straight
lines through (V~N' 0). (Fig. 2.1) Clearly, the efficient
frontier of this set of lines is that line with the great-
est slope in the cl direction. Consequently, the relative
composition of the investment iri risky securities for each
point in the dominant set of feasible portfolios, including
the unknown optimal portfolio, is determined by the problem
~ ~r - ~N • ~Max e{H) = subject to the constra1nt that f'H = V.
or
Q.E.D.
2.5 The Sharpe-Fama-Stone
Tangency Criterion
Working independently from Lintner, Sharpe [29]
also developed a separation theorem for the mean/standard-
deviation model when the Nth security is assumed to be
riskless. This theorem was generalized by Stone to the
TPFR model, and thus Sharpe's theorem will be presented
as a corollary to Stone's theorem in section 2.6.
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The theorems of both Sharpe and Stone are based
on the concepts of the tangency criterion and the tangency
portfolio. Sharpe relied mainly on geometric analysis to
develop these concepts, but Stone reinforced Sharpe's
geometry with algebraic derivations.
Focusing on the N-I risky securities, it is pos-
sible to define an {N-I)-dimensional portfolio problem.
tV
Let A be the feasible set of portfolios in the {N-I)-di-
mensional problem.
A::' {~ , f' ~ = I}
{Note that net worth is set equal to one instead of V.
The relative-investment formulation of this problem simpli-
fies the derivations, but as will be shown in the N-dimen-
sional problem, net worth remains exogenousJ
There is also a feasible set of characteristics
based on this reduced dimensionality of the problem.
tV tV\ tV tV 'V tV
C ::' {C C = C{A) and A in A}
The efficient frontier of C is denoted by IL in
Fig. 2.2. Sharpe refers to this line as the "investment
16
opportunity locus."
16Sharpe [29], p. 429.
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L.
(Fig. 2.2)
IV
Each point, D, in C, represents the characteris-
tics of a portfolio of fixed relative proportions of each
of the (N-I) risky securities. If the amount w is invested
in the portfolio corresponding to D, and the amount V-w is
invested (borrowed if w > V) in the riskless security, then
the characteristics associated with the total portfolio
will be a point in C. If the amount w is allowed to vary
then a region in C will be traced out. Sharpe has shown
that for the mean/standard-deviation model with the Nth
security riskless this region is the straight line in C-
space (Fig. 2.2) passing through the point D and the point
E = (V~N' 0), and he has labeled this line the "capital-
17
market line." Stone's theorem is also concerned with the
17Ibid ., p. 432.
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conditions under which these risk-return relations are
linear. The formal proof of the separation theorems of
stone and Sharpe will be delayed until the next section,
but an informal discussion is required to develop the con-
cepts of the tangency criterion and the tangency portfolio.
A similar "capital-market line", or more generally
rv
a region in C-space, could be drawn for each point in C.
Sharpe and Stone state that the set of all such "capital-
market lines" comprises the set of feasible characteristics,
C, of the full portfolio problem. In section 3.5 this
statement will be shown to be true with one qualification
(see the missing-plane problem).
The efficient frontier of the set, C, consisting
of all of the straight lines passing through the point E
rv 0
and some point in C (Fig. 2.3) is the line L , tangent to
rv
the set C, at the point T.
e-
(Fig. 2.3)
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The tangency portfolio is defined to be the point,
~ T 18H, in A-space corresponding to the point T in C-space.
Fama [6] has established the equivalence of Sharpe's
theorem and Lintner's theorem. From the geometry of Fig.
o
2.3, the reason for agreement is apparent. The line L ,
~
tangent to C is also the line that maximizes Lintner's
8
__ llr - llN
measure This result will be established
Or
formally in a more general version of the two theorems
(see section 3.11).
2.6 Stone's Theorem
The proof of Stone's theorem requires a lemma es-
tablishing the linearity of the risk-return loci (Sharpe's
"capital-market lines") for the special case of the TPFR
model where c2 = ~ is a measure of risk that is homogeneous
of degree 1, and the Nth security is riskless.
19Lemma 1: In the TPFR, if ~ is homogeneous of degree one,
and the Nth security is riskless, the risk-return trade-off
is constant when the amount, w, invested in the points in
~
C, is varied.
18 bOd 432~., p. .
19Lemma 1 corresponds to Stone's theorem 1 in
Stone [32], p. 3.
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Proof:
E h . 20 · Aac p01nt, A, 1n , can be expressed as
tV
lies in A
tV
H =
(17) an = whn , n=l, ..• ,N-l, and aN = V-w, where
N-lSince E h n = 1, the pointn=l
N-1
and hw = E an' = 'an=l n nW
hI
With (17) the first characteristic function, Cl(A) = v'A
can be written as
1 N-l
C (A) = E v wh + (V-w) vN ' orn=l n n
(18 )
N-l
= wE v h + (V-w) vN
n=l n n
tV tV N-l
Substituting v'H for fi=l vn hn gives
(19 ) 1 tV 'VC (A) = wv'H + (V-w) vN •
Differentiating (19) with respect to w gives
(20 ) ac
l
_ 'V tV
v'H - vaw - N •
With (17), and with the Nth security riskless, the second
characteristic function C2 (A) = ~(A) can be written as
20Except for w=0 (the "missing-plane problem")
which Stone and Sharpe overlooked. (See section 3.5.)
(21 )
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2C (A) = '¥ (wh1 , ••• ,whN_ 1 ).
Since 'i' is homogeneous of degree one, (21) can be written as
2 ~
( 2 2 ) C A = w '¥ (h1 ' • • • , h N-1) = w '¥ (H)
Differentiating (22) with respect to w gives
(23 ) '\C
2 ~
_0_ = 'i' (H) •
aw
Along a capital-market line, the set of relative
weights for the risky assets, (hI' •.. ,hN- l ), are fixed.
Accordingly, the slope of the capital-market line is
(24) dcl = dcl/ dc2
dC 2 dW dW
With (20) and (23), then (24) becomes
(25 )
~ ~
= lJ' H - lJN
'\I
'i' '(H)
Q.E.D.
'"For a fixed point H, equation (25) is a constant.
21
Theorem 2.3: (Stone's theorem for 'i'-averse investors.)
In the TPFR, if 'i' is homogeneous of degree one, and the
Nth security is riskless, then the optimal set of port-
~o
folio weights for the risky securities, A , is proportional
~T
to the weights of the tangency portfolio H •
21 hThe proof presented here is equivalent to t at
presented by Stone [2]], pp. 5-7.
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Proof:
By the previous lemma, the risk-return loci have constant
slopes. For w=O, (l9) becomes
Cl{A) 'V 'V(26 ) = 0 . 1.1 'H + (V-O) l.1 N = Vl.1 N, and (22 ) becomes
C2 {A) 'V(27) = 0 • '¥ (H) = 0 .
For w=V, (l9) becomes
Cl{A) 'V 'V 'V 'V(28 ) = Vl.1 'H + (V-V) l.1N = Vl.1'H, and (22 ) becomes
C2 {A)
'V
(29 ) = V '¥ (H) .
tV
Thus for a fixed point, H, the capital-market line)L)
is a straight line in C passing through the points (Vl.1N' 0)
'V 'V 'V
and (Vl.1 'H, VIf{H» (Fig. 2.4) •
c1 l
( V;: I ,p) V 'I' (1i J. )1
(Fig. 2.4)
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Each point, A, in A is mapped onto the "capital-
market line" in C corresponding to its set of relative
""weights for the risky securities, H. Accordingly, the set
of feasible characteristics, C, consists of the set of all
"capital-market-lines." Each "capital-market-line" is
""identified by the mapping of the point, H, into C. The
o
efficient frontier of C is the capital-market-line, L ,
tV
that is tangent to C at the point T (Fig. 2.5).
LO
c""
(Fig. 2.5)
""T ""The tangency portfolio is the point, H , in A
corresponding to the point T in C. The shape of the in-
o 0
difference curve will determine the optimal point C on L ,
, )
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as in Fig. 2.5. For w < V, the investor will hold the
riskless security as an asset. If w > V, then the in-
vestor will borrow at the riskless rate to lever his port-
folio of risky assets.
o
Each portfolio corresponding to a point on L
will have the same relative composition of investments in
~T
the risky securities as the point H. Therefore, the op-
timal investment in risky securities will be proportional
~T
to H •
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.3 (Sharpe's theorem for standard-
deviation-averse investors):
In the mean/standard-deviation model, if the Nth
security is riskless, then the optimal set of portfolio
~o
weights for the risky securities, A , is proportional to
~T
the tangency portfolio H •
Proof:
The mean/standard-deviation model is a special case of the
TPFR where
C2 (A) = , (A) = a (A) = ~ A'IA
a is homogeneous of degree one. If the Nth security is
riskless, then theorem 2.3 holds.
Q.E.D.
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2.7 "Hicksian" Securities, Scaling,
and Capital-Market Lines
In A-space, any ray through the origin (Fig. 2.6)
represents a set of portfolios with the same relative com-
position of investments in the N securities. Only the net
worth, or scale, of the portfolio varies along the ray
through the origin. By trading the securities in the fixed
(Fig. 2.6)
proportions of a given ray through the origin, the investor
can, in effect, produce a new security with the combined
properties of the real securities. It will prove useful
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to view these artificial securities as "Hicksian"22 se-
curities. If the standard unit of measure for the "Hick-
sian" security is unity, then each "Hicksian" security can
be identified by the coordinants of the ray through the
origin at the point where the weights sum to one. With
the above convention, the set of "Hicksian" securities,
H (read as "Script H"), can be defined by a net-worth
plane at the level one (Fig. 2.7).
H = {H I f'H = I}
(Fig. 2.7)
22The name "Hicksian" was suggested by Kane to
indicate its similarity to the "Hicksian" or conglomerate
good consisting of fixed proportions of the real goods.
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The real securities are a pure form of "Hicksian"
securities in that each weighted average involves only one
security. The axes of A-space are the rays through the
origin corresponding to the levels of the real securities.
The existence of a riskless security plays an im-
portant role in the separation theorems of Tobin, Lintner,
Sharpe, Mossin, and Stone. These authors have required
that the riskless security be a real security, but it will
be demonstrated in section 2.8 that the existence of any
riskless "Hicksian" security is sufficient for the theorems
to hold. In addition to the riskless real securities, ex-
amples of riskless "Hicksian" securities include two per-
fectly negatively correlated securities, or any number of
securities whose returns are mutually exclusive.
'\" '\"
The set of relative investments,· {H I f'H = I},
can be interpreted as a set of "Hicksian" securities in
(N-I)-space. If each of these vectors is augmented with
a zero in the Nth place, then the resulting vector,
H = (without a tilde) is a "Hicksian" security
in N-space.
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Proof:
N-I
f'H = ~=l hn + 0 = 1 •
Q.E.D.
In sections 2.2-2.6, the separation theorems
examine the question of when the (N-I)-dimensional search
o
of A, for the optimal portfolio A , can be reduced to a
o
search of a single line, L , in A, defined by
I 0
As was shown above, both points, H , and
o
o
1
are "Hick-
sian" securities. Thus, the separation question can be
stated more generally as, when can the (N-l)-dimensional
search be reduced to a search of the line
L ='{A I A = WHI + (V-w)H*}
I
where Hand H* are any two "Hicksian" securities?
In Fig. 2.8, L can be represented as a straight
line passing through the points VHl and VH*.
By varying the level of w, the scale of invest-
ments in HI and H* are changed, but the relative composi-
tion of each "Hicksian" security is unchanged. This type
of portfolio change will be referrE:d to as "scaling the
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w>v
(Fig. 2.8)
1investments in Hand H*." Scaling always involves two
"Hicksian" securities, since the level of one "Hicksian"
security must be increased at the expense of some other
"Hicksian" security. Where the second "Hicksian" security
can be inferred from the context, the phrase can be short-
ened to "scaling the investment in HI." What Lintner [19],
and Stone [31 and 32], have referred to as "scaling the
investment in risky securities" is a special form of the
more general form of scaling, in which H* could be inferred
from the context to be the riskless security.
Since each point in the set L ~. {A I A = WHI + (V-w)H*}
is a feasible portfolio, then the entire set L is mapped
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into some region, C(L), not necessarily connected, in C
(Fig. 2.9).
c1.
L..
(Fig. 2.9)
Lintner [19] refers to the set C(L) as the market-
opportunity line, and Sharpe [29] calls it the capital-
market line. Both authors are driving at the same concept.
They are interpreting the capital market as the market for
H* (taken to be the riskless security by Lintner and Sharpe).
Scaling the investment in HI can be financed by selling H*
(borrowing at the riskless rate for Lintner and Sharpe) to
lever up the investment in HI, or by buying H* (lending at
. 1
the riskless rate) to unroll the leverage ~n H •
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The concept of the capital-market line is instruc-
tive, and it establishes another link between portfolio
theory and the traditional capital theory of Fisher [8],
Hirshliefer [13], etc., but the concept of the capital-
market line seems to be out of place in e-space. There
are no capital assets or liabilities in e-space; and there
are no markets for the characteristics. Moreover, in gen-
eral, the points in C(L) need not lie on a straight line.
In contrast to C-space, in A-space there are
capital assets and liabilities. There are also markets
for these securities, and the set of points on L will al-
ways lie on a straight line, by definition. Hence, the
name "capital-market line" seems better suited for the
set L in A-space, than for the set C(L) in e-space. Stone
[31 and 32], for the TPFR, refers to the set eeL) in
C-space as the risk-return relationships generated by
scaling the investment in risky securities. More gener-
ally, the set C(L) can be referred to as the image of the
capital-market line, for HI and H*, under the characteris-
tics mapping.
2.8 A Separation Theorem for the
General Dual-Characteristic Model
The conditions of Stone's theorem are overly re-
strictive. Theorem 2.4 provides sufficient conditions for
the separation property to hold for the general dual-
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characteristic model. The theorem can then be specialized
to the TPFR to show how stone's conditions can be relaxed.
As with Stone's theorem, a preliminary lemma will
facilitate the proof of theorem 2.4.
Lemma:
If there exists a "Hicksian" security, H*, such
that for any other "Hicksian" security, H,
m m O ml *C (wH + (V-w)H*) = e' + e ' (H)F (w) + em, (H*)F (V-w)
m 0 em,*for m=l,2, where e ' , are constants with respect to
w, then the image of each capital-market line,
L =. {A 1 A = wH + (V-w) H*} is a straight line in e-space
passing through the points C(VH*) and C(VH).
Proof:
By assumption,
(30 ) m m 0C (wH + (V-w)H*) = C '
(H*)F(V-w), m = 1,2.
Differentiating (30) with respect to w gives
(31 ) ae
m
= (em,l _ e m,*) aF(w) for m=l,2.
dW aw
The slope of eeL) is given by
(32 ) ae
l
= ae
2j ac 2
ae 2 aw aw
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Substituting (31) into (32) gives
(33 )
Since this shows that the slope of C(L) is the ratio of two
constants, C(L) must be a straight line.
For w = 0, (1) becomes
(34) Cm(H + (V-O)H*) = Cm(VH*) for m=1,2.
For w=V, (30) becomes
(35) Cm(VH + (V-V)H*) = Cm(VH) for m=1,2.
with (33), (34), and (35), C (L) is a straight line
in C-space passing through the points C(VH*) =(C~(VH*J) ,
C (VH*)
and C (VH) =(~~ ;~::).
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.4 (A Separation Theorem for Cl-loving and C2_
averse investors in the General Dual-Characteristic Model) :
If there exists a "Hicksian" security H* such that
for any other "Hicksian" security, H,
Cm(WH + (V-w)H*) = Cm,o + Cm,l(H)F(W) + Cm'*(H*)F(V-W)
for m=1,2, where cm,o, Cm,l and Cm,* are constants with
respect to w, then the optimal portfolio lies on the capita1-
market line, LO =' {A l A = wHo + (V-w)H*}, where H is the
"Hicksian" security that maximizes a generalized form of
Lintner's ratio
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Proof:
Each point in A lies on a capital-market line
L =' {A A = wH + (V-w)H*} for some "Hicksian" security
B. 23 By the preceding lemma, each line, L, is mapped into
a straight line, C(L), in C-space passing through the
points C(VH*) and C(VH) (Fig. 2.10).
lO
(Fig. 2.10)
The feasible set of characteristics, C, is a set
of lines passing through the point C(VB*). The slope of
23The "missing-plane l1 problem does not arise
because H has not been restricted to (N-I) securities.
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each line in the e l direction is
el,l _ e 2 ,*
e2 ,2 _ e2 ,*
CI(VH) - CI(VH*)
=
C2 (VH) - e2 (VH*)
The efficient frontier of the set C has two segments, but
for positively sloped indifference curves, only the points
to the right of E, on LO, need be considered in the search
for the optimal portfolio. LO is the line with the maximum
slope in the e l direction. Consequently, the optimal port-
folio, AO , must lie on the capital-market line
LO ="{A I A = wHo + (V-w)H*} where HO can be determined
by the solution to the problem,
_ Cl{VH) - e1(VH*)
Max e with f'H = 1.~ C2 (VH) - C2 (VH*)
Q.E.D.
In Stone's TPFR,
(36) Cl (wH + {V-w)H*} = 11' {wH + (V-w}H*).
Multiplying through gives
(37) Cl (wH + (V-w)H*) = Wl1' H + (V-w) l1'"H*.
Thus, if Cl is to fit into the framework of theorem 2.4,
el,o = 0, el,l = e l ,* = 11', and F(w) = w. This restriction
°b 2 fon the form of F(w}, limits the class of POSS1 Ie C unc-
tions to
(38) C2 (WH + (V-w)H*) 2 ° 2 1 2 *= C' + e ' (H) w + C ' (H*) (V-w) •
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Stone's conditions, that C2 = ~ be a risk measure that is
homogeneous of degree one, with H* =
o
o
I
, and H =
and that the Nth security be riskless, meet the conditions
of (38).
Proof:
~(wH + (V-w)H*) = ~ = ~ = w~(H).
If C2 ,o = 0, c2 ,1 = c2 ,* = ~, and F(w) = w, then
C2 = ~ = C2 ,o + C2 ,I(H)F(W) + C2 '*(H*)F(V-W).
Q.E.D.
Stone's conditions are unnecessarily restrictive.
If c2 is homogeneous of degree one, H* is any riskless
"Hicksian" security, and H can depend on any or all of the
real securities, then the separation property holds.
Proof:
222C (wH + (V-w)H*) = C (wH) = we (H)
c2 ,o = 0, c2 ,1 = c2 ,* = c2 , and F(w) = w.
Q.E.D.
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Even these liberalized conditions are overly
severe. The "Hicksian" security need not be riskless.
If e 2 ,1 is homogeneous of degree one, it is sufficient
that e 2 (WH + (V-w)H*) = C2 ,1(WH) + (V-w)C2 '*(H*). In
Stone's theorem C2 '*(H*) = O. The value of the function
is not important. It is only important that the function
e
2
,* be independent of the level of investment in H*.
Also, the function c2 need only be "homogeneous
22 0 2
of degree one up to a constant" (i.e., C (wH) = C' + we (H).
Proof:
e
2 (wH + (V-w)H*) = e 2 (wH) + (V-w)C 2 ,* (H*) = C2 ,o+ (V-w)C 2 '*(H*)
+ WC 2 (H).
Q.E.D.
2.9 A Monotonic-Function Theorem
The separation theorems presented in sections
2.3-2.8 were based on the principle of capital-market lines
in A mapping into straight lines in C. The efficient frontier
of the set of straight lines could then easily be identified,
and the theorems were proved. The linearity of the loci
in C was convenient for the proofs of the theorems, but
linearity is not an essential requirement for the separa-
tion property. One can conceive of theorems analogous to
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the linear separation theorems in which the set C is shown
to consist of a set of curved lines, and the curve repre-
senting the efficient frontier of C might be as easily
identifiable as in the linear theorems.
The monotonic-function theorem takes a big step
in the direction of nonlinear separation by demonstrating
that, for monotonic transformations of the characteristic
function, D = (DoC) (A), the dominant set of portfolios
corresponding to the efficient frontier in C-space, is
the same as the dominant set of portfolios corresponding
to the efficient frontier of D-space.
Geometrically, the theorem appears almost trivial
under the alias interpretation for monotonic transforma-
tions: if the monotonic function, 0, is viewed as acting
on the axes or the referencing of the points in Fig. 2.l2a,
rather than on the physical location of the points, then
the "picture" appears to have remained the same. Only
the names have been changed. Clearly, the dominant set
of portfolios for the efficient frontier in Fig. 2.12b is
the same as that for Fig. 2.12a. This intuition can be
reinforced by the monotonic-function theorem.
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-------------k,2.
(Fig. 2.12a) (Fig. 2. 12b )
Theorem 2.6 (The monotonic-function theorem):
(D l 0 C l ) (A)If (D 0 C) (A) = is 'a monotonic
(D2 0 C2 ) (A)
function, D : R2 ~ R2 , then the dominant set of portfolios
for the set, V ~. {D I D = (D 0 C) (A) and JIA = V} is the
same as the dominant set for C ~. {C I C = CIA), and f'A = V}.
Proof:
The Lagrangean for the dominant set for C is
LC = C2 (A) - AC (C1 (A) - Cl ) - AC (fiA - V) and the first-1 2
order conditions include
(39) n=l, ••• ,N.
Equation (39) can be rewritten as
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e~ C 2 C e~ ACe lA1e i = A2 = i, j , = 1, ... ,N, or1 J 2 j
(40 ) e~ - c~ AC AC1 J = i,j = 1, ••• ,N, for
e~ C~ 1 11 J
equal to some scalar.
The Lagrangean for the dominant set for V is
LV = (D2 0 e2~A)- A~(Dl 0 e l ) (A) - A~(J'A - V), and the
first-order conditions include
(41 ) n=l, •.• ,N •
Equation (41) can be rewritten as
i,j = 1, ... , N or
(42 )
CBut, for A2
tions for (40).
Q.E.D.
i,j = 1, ... ,N.
, (42) are precisely the condi-
In Stone's [32] direct work on separation, he re-
stricted his analysis to the linear separation theorem
presented in section 2.6. However, he did acknowledge
that nonlinear separation was possible.
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A linear risk-return curve is not necessary for the
best portfolio to be some linear combination of one
particular portfolio of risky assets and a riskless
asset. It is possible to have separability in the
sense of having the optimal portfolio lie on a curve
(rather than a straight line) that is generated by
varying the amount of a riskless asset that is com-
bined with one particular efficient portfolio of
risky assets. 24
In fact, in an earlier work, stone [31] proved
what was essentially a nonlinear separation theorem, al-
25
though he did not refer to it as such. Stone's non-
linear separation theorem allowed his general risk measure,
~, to be homogeneous of degree k.
Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.6 (Stone's nonlinear separation
theorem for risk-averse investors in the TIPF):
If the Nth security is riskless, and c2 = ~ is
homogeneous of degree k, then the dominant set of port-
folios is the same as it would be for the TPFR model with
C2 = ~, and the separation property "holds.
Proof:
k
If ~ is homogeneous of degree k, then ~is ho-
mogeneous of degree one. By Theorem 2.4 (Stone's linear
theorem), the separation property holds for the TPFR with
24Stone [32], p. 7.
25Stone [31], pp. 72-75.
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C2 =~. The function ~ is a monotonic function of
k~, and thus by Theorem 2.6, the dominant set for the
TPFR for c
2
= ~ is the same as the dominant set for the
TPFR for C2 =~ •
Q.E.D.
A special case of corollary 2 demonstrates that
Mossin's [24] theorem for the mean/variance model can be
viewed as a special case of Theorem 2.6 applied to either
Sharpe's theorem or Lintner's theorem. In this case, the
monotonic function, 0, as a simple form where 0 1 is the
identity function, and 02(C 2 ) = (C2 )2 (i.e., variance is
the square of standard-deviation).
Corollary 2 to Theorem 2.6 (Mossin's theorem for variance-
averse investors in the mean/variance model) :
If the Nth security is riskless, then the separa-
tion property holds for the mean/variance model, and the
dominant set of portfolios is the same as in the mean/
standard-deviation models.
Proof:
Variance is a monotonic transformation (the square)
of standard-deviation. By Theorem 2.6, the dominant sets
for the mean/variance and mean/standard-deviation models
are the same, and hence the separation property holds.
Q.E.O.
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Stone recognized the link between the Lintner/
Sharpe theorem and Mossin's, although he stated it less
formally.
2Since f{p,a) = F{p,a ) for an appropriate choice of
F, it is clear why the two solutions for h are equiva-
lent. In general, any power of a risk measure will
give the same solution for the security risk premium. 26
Corollaries could also be presented to extend
Theorem 2.6 for the general dual-characteristic model when
there need not exist a riskless security, and the charac-
teristic functions need not be homogeneous. However, the
proofs of these corollaries are analogous to the one al-
ready presented, and thus they will be skipped.
2.10 A Nonlinear, Non-Efficient-Frontier-
Related Separation Theorem for the
Mean(Variance Model
The theorems presented in this chapter thus far
have been based on the concept of the efficient frontier.
Each theorem has established the conditions sufficient to
ensure that the efficient frontier is either linear or is
a monotonic transformation of a linear efficient frontier.
This property of certain cases of particuiar models is suf-
ficient to insure separability, as has been demonstrated,
but it is not necessary for the principle of separation.
26 Stone [31], p. 125.
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Any set of algorithms which reduces the dimen-
sionality of the search for the optimal portfolio without
making specific reference to the form of the utility func- .
tion "separates" some part of portfolio selection from the
confines of utility theory. Chapter II has attempted a
systematic development of separation theorems, but it has
only developed sufficient conditions for separation. It
has not restricted the principle in any case of any model.
There is always the possibility that an ad hoc theorem
can demonstrate that the separation property holds for any
particular case. Theorem 2.5 presents an example of such
an ad hoc theorem for the case of the mean/variance model
with an invertible variance-covariance matrix, Le
The proof of Theorem 2.5 requires a preliminary
lemma to determine the minimum-variance portfolio.
Lemma.
The minimum-variance portfolio is
Proof:
The minimum-variance portfolio is determined by
the solution to the problem Min A'LA subject to the con-
straint !'A = v.
The Lagrangean function for the problem is L = A'LA - A(!'A-V).
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The first-order conditions can be written in
vector notation as
(43) 2rAmin = Af, and
(44) f I Amin = V.
Solving (43) for Amin gives
(45) Amin = ~ r -1 f
2
Substituting (45) into (44) gives
(46 ) ~ f'r-lf = v.2
Solving (46 ) A yields the scalarfor 2'
(47) A _ V
"2- fir-If
Substituting (47) into (45) gives the desired result
(48)
Q.E.D.
Amin = V -1
fir-If r f
Theorem 2.5:
In the mean/variance model the optimal portfolio
lies on the line L O , in A, passing through the points Amin
and Amin+k, where Amin is the portfolio in with minimum
variance, and k is the constant vector,
k = f'r-l~ r-lf _ r-l~
f'r-If (Fig. 2.11).
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(Fig. 2.11)
Proof:
From section 1.5, line (15), the optimal port-
folio for the mean/variance model with an invertible
variance-covariance matrix is
°
where w is the scalar U1
(49 )
(50) AO = Amin + w k
-1 J.......
- L 11 , (49) can be written as
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Equation (50) is the equation for the straight line in A
. th h th . min f 0 d min kpass1ng roug e p01nt A , or w = , an A +,
for w = 1.
Q.E.D.
2.11 An Appraisal of Separation
In this chapter the separation theorems of Tobin,
Lintner, Sharpe, Mossin, and Stone were examined, and the
assumptions for these theorems were found to be overly
restrictive. The separation property does not require the
existence of a riskless security, nor is it necessary that
the measure of risk be homogeneous of degree one for the
separation property to hold. These assumptions were re-
laxed and the existing theorems were extended in the form
of a more general separation theorem for the dual-charac-
teristic model.
In spite of these extensions, the principle of
separation remains underexplored. The ratio techniques
employed in the proofs of the separation theorems restricted
the analysis to the dual-characteristic model. New methods
need to be developed to examine the problem for the general
multi-characteristic model.
Even within the category of dual-characteristic
models, the study of separation has not been exhaustive.
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Broadly defined, the term "separation" refers to any as-
pect of the optimal portfolio that can be determined with-
out specific reference to the investor's preferences. The
analysis of Chapter II focused on only one feature of the
optimal portfolio, the relative composition of the invest-
ments risky securities. Conceivably, other separation
theorems could be designed that would focus on different
aspects of the optimal portfolio.
Another limitation on the study is that it has
only developed sufficient conditions for separation. No
attempt has been made to limit the separation property by
developing necessary conditions because the scope of the
concept of separation is broader than the scope of the
tools that have been developed to examine it. Theorem
2.5 was presented to demonstrate the possibility of ad hoc
theorems extending the scope of separation theorems beyond
the range of thelinear-efficient-frontier-related proofs.
The principle of separation is an important con-
cept in portfolio theory, as is the concept of Pareto op-
timality in welfare economics. The development of invest-
ment rules that are independent from subjective preferences
would greatly enhance the practicality of portfolio theory.
Unfortunately, the present work on separation probably does
not measure up to the potential of the concept. The class
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of theorems remains too narrow to be of much use in port-
folio management. However, the work of this chapter has
strengthened the base on which further studies can build.
CHAPTER III
DECOMPOSITION
3.1 The Principle of Decomposition
Broadly speaking, the term decomposition refers
to any set of algorithms that allows some decentralized
decision-making yet produces an optimal solution to the
portfolio-allocation problem. Thus, as in the case of
separation, there can be many different classes of decom-
position theorems; each class representing a different
decomposition structure of the problem, or different rules
for the decentralized decision-making process.
In this chapter the analysis is restricted to one
class of decomposition theorems. The decomposition struc-
ture consists of two stages, in contrast to the iterative
decomposition procedures that have been developed for
linear programming. In the first stage the manager of
each division determines the relative composition of the
investments by that division. In the second stage the
firm allocates the net -worth among the various divisions.
The first stage can be viewed as reducing the dimensional-
ity of the allocation problem for the central decision-
making authority, from the number of securities, to the
number of divisions of the firm.
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Within the restricted form of decomposition
described above, a theorem is called a decomposition the-
orem if it demonstrates that the efficient levels of the
divisional variables can be determined at the divisional
level, without reference to the levels of the variables
of the other divisions, or to the gross amounts allocated
by the firm to each division.
A decomposition theorem is also a form of a separa-
tion theorem in that, when the decomposition property holds,
the levels of the divisional variables can be determined
without specific reference to the subjective preferences
of the investor. The link between separation and decom-
position can be made even stronger by noting that for the
special case of a single division, the definition of de-
composition coincides with the definition of separation
developed in Chapter II. Accordingly, separation can be
viewed as a special case of decomposition.
Sections 3.2 through 3.4 develop the linear alge-
bra involved in the decomposition of the feasible set, and
section 3.5 examines a special problem that results from
this approach to the decomposition problem. Section 3.6
tries to develop intuition for the decomposition procedure
from a geometric point of view, and section 3.7 is essenti-
ally a restatement of section 3.6 cast in the mathematical
terms of first-order conditions. Section 3.8 presents a
I,
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decomposition theorem for the dual-characteristic model,
and a corollary that demonstrates that the separation the-
orems of Chapter II can be viewed as special cases of de-
composition where there is only one division. Section 3.9
examines a special case of decomposition where the number
of firms is arbitrary.
In section 3.10 the issue of the optimal struc-
turing of divisions is explored briefly, and in section
3.11 the question of the optimal design of the divisional
problem is investigated. New conditions are developed to
convey the proper instructions to the managers of the di-
visional portfolios. These new rules can be shown to be
equivalent to Lintner's rule of maximizing the value of
11 - 11No = _r _ in the special case of decomposition with a
single division (separation), for the mean/standard-devia-
tion model, with the Nth security riskless.
3.2 The Set of Feasible Portfolios,
the Set of "Hicksian" Securities,
and the Zero-Net-worth Plane
In section 1.1, the set of feasible portfolios
was defined in terms of a single constraint acting on N
variables.
A = {A I I'A = V}
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In this section (3.2), the set A will be re-expressed in
terms of N-l unconstrained variables. The new expression
for points in A will be the basis for the decomposition of
the feasible set into divisional portfolios in section 3.4.
In A-space, the sets of portfolios corresponding
to the different levels of net worth are parallel hyper-
planes (Fig. 3.1).
0...1
In par~
I f'H = I},
= {S I flS = O} •
(Fig. 3.1)
Any of these hyperplanes can be considered to be a trans-
lation of any of the other net-worth hyperplanes.
ticular, the set of "Hicksian" securities, H =.' {H
is a translation of the zero-net-worth plane, S
That is, for any choice of translating vector, H*, in H, any
(4 )
point, S, in S, is related to one and only one point, H,
in H, such that
(1) S = H - H*, or
(2) H = S + H*.
In addition to the translation interpretation of
the set of net-worth hyperplanes, any net-worth hyperplane
can be interpreted as a scalar multiple of any other mem-
ber of the set, except for the zero net-worth hyperplane.
In particular, the set of feasible portfolios can be viewed
as a "blow-up" of the set of "Hicksian" securities, where
V is the scalar multiple. That is, any vector, A, in A,
is related to one and only one vector, H, in H, such that
(3) A = VH.
The zero~net-worth plane, S, is an N-l dimensional
subspace of RN• As such, any N-l independent vectors
1 N-l .(S , ..• ,S ), in S span S, or any point, S, in S, can be
expressed as a unique linear combination of the basis
elements.
N-l n
S = ~=l anS •
By (1), for any choice of H* in H, each basis
element Sn, n = 1, ••• ,N-l, can be expressed as Sn = Hn - H*,
n = 1, •.• ,N-l, for a unique point Hn in H. Substituting
these expressions into (4) gives
N-l nS = L a (H - H*) , or
n=l n
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(5 )
Substituting (5) into (2) gives the following
expression for any point H in H,
(6 ) N-l N-lH = L a ~ + (1 - La) H*.
n=l n n=l n
Substituting (6) into (3) gives the following
expression for any point A in A,
[~-1 ex Hn + N-l H*]A = V (1 - E ex ) orn=l n n=l n ,
N-l n N-l(7 ) A = L Va H + (V - E Va ) H* .
n=l n n=l n
E . (7) h f . bl h· 27quat10n states t at or a sU1ta e c 01ce
n
of "Hicksian" securities, H* and H , n=l, ••• ,N-l, the set,
A, that was initially expressed in terms of N variables
(al, .•• ,a
n
) constrained once, can also be expressed in
terms of the N-l unconstrained variables (al, ••• ,aN- l ).
Note that the number of degrees of freedom in the repre-
sentation of A(i.e., the number of variables minus the
number of constraints) has been preserved. The first set
of variables represented the dollar investment in each of
27 The restrictions on the choice of basis elements
is examined in section 3.3.
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the real securities. The new variables represent the
relative investment in each of the "Hicksian" securities,
~, n=l, ••• ,N-l and H*.
3.3 The Selection of the Basis Elements
~, n=l, ••• ,N-l, and H*
The only restrictions on the selection of the
basis vectors ~, n=l, ..• ,N-l, and H* are that they must
be "Hicksian" securities (i.e., f'H* == f'Hn = 1, n=l, ... ,N-I,)
and the points Hn - H* must be linearly independent. Within
the bounds of these restrictions there is a wide range of
choice for the basis elements, and as will be shown, a
judicious choice of basis vectors can facilitate both the
formulation and the proofs of certain theorems.
One suitable choice of basis elements that de-
serves particular attention is the natural basis for RN•
h j == 0 for J" ~ n, but hn = 1; n=l, ••• ,N-l, andn n
h~ = 0 for n=l, ••• ,N-l, and hN= 1.
Clearly, each element is a "Hicksian" security, and the
points ~ - H*, n=l, ••• ,N-l, are linearly independent.
With this choice of basis elements, expression (7) for
the points in A simplifies to
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(8) A =
vaN-l
N-l
v-r.
n=l
In this special case where the natural basis is
selected, the components of (8) are, in fact, the original
variables. The Nth component reveals that the single con-
straint has been substituted into the expression for A.
The separation theorems of Tobin, Lintner, Sharpe,
Mossin, and Stone implicitly employed the selection of the
natural basis elements, although there was no statement on
the part of these authors recognizing that there was a
choice to be made.
The natural basis is only one of many possible
choices of suitable bases. Any or all of the "Hicksian"
securities could involve more than one real security. In
particular, even if the Hn n=I, ••• ,N-l are the first N-I
of the natural basis elements, the point H* can be any
28
point in H with a non-zero Nth component. This freedom
of choice allows the riskless security in the separation
theorems of Chapter II to be any riskless "Hicksian" security.
28The reason that the Nth component of H* must be
non-zero is that the Nth component of each of the remain-
ing elements is zero, and if h* = 0, the points Hn - H*
could not be linearly independgnt, or span the set, S.
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3.4 Decomtosition of the Set of
Feasi Ie Portfolios by Divisions:
Separation as a Special Case
of Decomposition
In section 3.2 the set, A, was expressed in terms
of N-I unconstrained variables. In section 3.4, the repre-
sentation of A will be transformed again, and it will be
re-expressed in terms of 0 constraints acting on CD + N-l)
variables. This second transformation will achieve the
desired goal of decomposing the feasible set of portfolios
into D subsets of feasible portfolios corresponding to the
feasible investment opportunities of each of the D divisions
of the investing firm.
Let the investing firm consist of D divisions.
In addition, let a total of Nd of the N-l "Hicksian" se-
curities, Hn , n=l, ••• ,N-l, b~ assigned to the dth division,
d = 1, ... ,0. If each "Hicksian" security is assigned to
one and only one division then the total number of divi-
sional "Hicksian" securities is N-l.
D
r Nd = N - 1d=l
If the first number of the double index Cd,k)
represents the division, and the second indicates the
number of the divisional "Hicksian" security, then the
index Cd,k) k = 1, •.• ,Nd ; d = 1, •.• ,D partitions the se-
N-I n
quence 1;2; ..• ,N-1. Accordingly, the sum ~=l Van H can
be rewritten as
D Nd
~=l ~=l Vad,k
NdLet the sum, L
k=l
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d,k
Vad,k H d=l, ••• ,D,
represent the investment portfolio of the dth division,
and hence the sum ~d Va hd,k n=l, .•• ,Ni d=l, •.. ,D
k=l d,k n
represent the investment by the dth division in the nth
security.
Let wd be the sum of all investments by the dth
division.
N Nd d,k
wd = L L Vad ,k h n
- n=l k=l
d=l, ••• ,D •
And, let Bd be the weight of the kth element relative to
the total investment by the dth division.
Bd,k ~ Vad,k for wd ~ Oi k=l, ••• ,Ndi d=l, ... ,D •
wd
Four results follow directly from these definitions.
D N-l
a} d=l wd = ~=l van ·
Proof of (a):
By the definition of wd ' d=l, ••• ,D,
D D (N Nd h~,k)L wd = L L L Vad,kd=l d=l n=l k=l
Rearranging terms gives
D D INd N d'~L W = L l~ Vad,k L h •d=l d d=l =1 n=l n
N
Since L
n=l
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1, for k=l, ••• ,Nd ; d=l, ••• ,D,
D D Nd~=l wd = a=l ~=l Vad,k
Recalling the definition of the partition,
Q.E.D.
N-l
= L
n=l
Va
n
b) ~d B = 1k=l d,k , d=l, •.. ,D; for wd~O •
Proof of (b):
By the definition of Bd,k' for wd#O, and k=l, •.. Nd ; d=l, ... ,D,
~d B = ~d Vad,k
k=l d,k k=l W
d
VFactoring out -- gives
wd
Recalling the definition of wd yields
Nd V Nd~=l Bd,k = L ad,kN Nd V hd,k k=lL L
n=l k=l ad,k n
Rearranging terms, and cancelling V's gives
Nd 1~=l Bd,k Nd N d,kL a k L h
k=l d, n=l n
Nd
L ad,k.k=l
But, with ~ hd,k =
n=1 n
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1 , k=l, ..• ,Nd ; d=l, •.• ,D,
Q.E.D.
1 (ldk=l •
. ,
Proof of (c):
Q.E.D.
d) D Nd d k~ ~ 0 H'
L. wd L. IJd,kd=l k=1
N-l n
= L Va. H
n=1 n
Proof of (d):
D Nd d k,
L wd L 8 Hd=l k=1 d,k
From (c) we get
D Nd d k D Nd d kL L Sd,k H' = L L VS H'd=l wd k=1 d=l k=1 d,k
Recalling the definition of the partition gives
D N d
L W Ld 8 H,k
d=l d k=l d,k
N-l
= L Va.
n=1 n
n
H
Substituting (a) and (d) into (7) gives
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(8 )
Nd
with ~=l Sd,k = 1 , d=l, ••• ,D; and wd~O, d=l, ••• ,D.
Q.E.D.
Equation (8) states that each portfolio, A, in A,
can be decomposed into the contributions of each of the D
D
divisions, plus an investment of (V - r wd) in the
d=l
"Hicksian" security H*. There are D unconstrained vari-
ables, wd' d=l, .•• ,D, and N-l variables, Sd,k ' k=l, .•• Nd ;
d=l, ..• ,D, constrained by D relations of the form
Nd
~=l Sd,k = 1 , d=l, .•• ,D. Again the number of degrees
of freedom have been preserved. (N-l = D + (N-l) - D).
If a single division is in charge of all N-l
"Hicksian" securities, then (8) simplifies to
(9 )
N-l k N-l
A = w r Sk H + (V - w) H*, with L=l Sk=l
k=l k
If the first N-I natural basis elements are selected for
the points Hn , n=l, •.. ,N-I, then (9) becomes
N-l
with r Sk=l k=lA=w
(13 1
13~-1 )
Equation (IO) is precisely the expression for
(10 )
points in A in the separation theorems of Chapter II, with
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the variables Bl, ••. ,BN-l having replaced the variables
hl, ••• ,hN_l . Consequently, separation can be viewed as a
special case of decomposition in which "there is a single
division. If the point H* represents a riskless security,
then the division determines the optimal relative invest-
ments in the risky securities, and then the firm determines
the optimal allocation between the efficient risky "Hick-
sian" security, and the riskless security. Accordingly,
the separation theorems of Chapter II can be developed as
corollaries to the general decomposition theorem "to be
presented in section 3.8.
3.5 The "Missing-Planes" Problem
In spite of the conservation of degrees of freedom,
as shown in section 3.4, equation (8) cannot be interpreted
as a complete representation of all of the points in A.
In transforming the representation of the feasible set
from (7) to (8), a total of D planes were dropped from the
set A. In this section, the problem of the "missing planes"
is first examined for the general case of decomposition in-
volving D divisions, and then the problem is illustrated
geometrically for the special case of decomposition where
there is a single division. As has been shown, the case
of a single division can also be interpreted as the problem
of separation in Cahpter II. None of the authors reviewed
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in Chapter II discussed the "missing-planes" problem; .
possible reasons for this oversight will be explored at
the end of the section.
The planes in A that cannot be represented in the
form of (8) correspond to the sets of points, represented
N Nd d kin the form of (7), such that ~ ~ Va h' = 0
n=l k=l d,k n
d=l, ••. ,D. Mathematically the problem arises from the
ratio form of the definition of the variables Bd,k'
k=l, .•• ,Nd ; d=I, •.• ,D. These variables, representing
the relative investment by divisions, can only be defined
if the total investment by the division,
N ~d hd,kwd = ~ Vad,kn=l k=l n
is nonzero. Consequently, each plane corresponding to a
total investment of zero by any division cannot be repre-
sented in the form of (8).29
The dimension of each plane is Nd+l - Nd • Col-
lectively, the D missing-planes have (N-I) dimensional
measure of zero. That is, they do not even comprise one
degree of freedom in the set A. However, maximizing a
function over the set defined by (8) need not yield the
29Technically, in transforming the representation
from (7) to (8), each plane of points in (7) representing
a divisional investment of zero is mapped into the single
point corresponding to wd = 0 in (8).
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same solution as maximizing the function over the set de-
fined by (7). In recognition of this problem, the symbol
A will denote the set of points that can be represented in
the form of (7). The bar will indicate that the feasible
set is not complete.
In section 3.4, separation was developed as a
special case of decomposition, and as such the separation
case can be used to illustrate the "missing-plane" problem
geometrically for N=3 (Fig. 3.2).
L
L'
.....
(Fig. 3.2)
Any point in A lies on some line connecting VH*
1 2
with some point on L, the line through VH and VH , except
for the points on the dotted line L' passing through VH*
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and parallel to L. The line L' can be approached in the
limit by moving to either end of L, but the line L' will
never be reached by a finite linear combination of VHl and
VH2 where the weights sum to V.
The dimension of L' is N2-Nl = 2-1 = 1, so that
for the special case of separation the missing-plane is,
in fact, a missing line.
The "missing-line" was not discussed in the works
of Tobin [33], Lintner [19], Sharpe [29], and Stone [31
and 32]; but three of these authors managed to avoid the
predicament by a fortunate selection of basis elements,
coupled with a restricted version of the problem.
All four authors implicitly selected the natural
basis for the points of Hn , n=l, ••• ,N-l, and H* (although
there was no discussion of an awareness of a choice on
their part). In the geometric example for N=3, the "missing
line" now passes through the point VB* = (~) (Fig. 3.3).
L a.s,.
V~
....
(Fig.
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Tobin, Sharpe, and Stone restricted their analysis
to the asset-only region of the net-worth plane. The only
point on L' that is in the asset-only region of the net-
worth plane is VH*, but VH* is the point on L' that can
be represented in the form of (8). Consequently, the
"missing-plane" problem dissolves in the work of Tobin,
Sharpe, and Stone.
Unfortunately, the problem does not dissolve in
the broader study of separation involving liabilities as
well as assets. In the geometry of Fig. 3.3, no matter
where the line L' lies in the net-worth plane, it repre-
sents a set of points that are feasible but that cannot be
represented in the form of (8). Lintner [19] failed to
detect this problem. One possible explanation for this
oversight is the focus on the C-space view of the maximiza-
tion process. As the geometry of Fig. 3.3 reveals, the
problem occurs in A-space, and is not readily observable
in C-space.
Lewis 30 has suggested a straightforward solution
to the general "missing-plane" problem involving a multiple
search. If each of the D missing-planes is searched indi-
vidually, along with A, then the optimal portfolio in A
would be the best of these D + I portfolios.
30commenting on an earlier draft.
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The remainder of the chapter focuses on the prob-
lem of determining the optimal portfolio of the feasible
set less the D planes, and the symbol A·will be used as a
reminder that the search is only partial.
3.6 Scaling the Investments by 31
Divisions and Capital-Market Planes
It has been established in section 3.4 and 3.5
that, for a suitable choice of "Hicksian" securities Hn ,
n=l, ••• ,N-l, and H*, points in A can be expressed in the
form of
(8 ) D Nd dk DA = L W L e H' + (V - ~ wd) H*d=l d k=l d,k d=l
Nd
with k=l Sd,k = 1 d=l, ••• ,D.
~d Q Hd,kIn (8), each term, wd ~ ~d k , represents
k=l '
the dth divisional portfolio. The scale of the investment .
by the dth division is wd' and the relative composition of
~d d kthe investment by the dth division is ~ ad k H' This
k=l ' - •
3lnscaling has already been defined in Chapter II
for the separation problem. This section extended the
concept to the general problem of decomposition. In the
special case of a single division, the two definitions of
scaling coincide. Similarly, the term "capital-market
plane" reduces to the original concept of capital-market
line for the special case of separation.
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sum is a weighted average of "Hicksian" securities that
also happens to be a "Hicksian" security.
Proof:
~ ~d S hd,k - ~d S ~ hd/k
n=l k=l d,k n - k=l d,k n=l n
d,k . N d k
H ~s a "Hicksian" security, L h' = 1, and hence
n=l n
~ ~d Q hd,k Nd 1 d 1~=l k=l ~d,k n = ~=l Sd,k = , = , .•• ,0 •
Q.E.D.
If the symbol, Hd (note that the subscript dis-
tinguishes this "Hicksian" security from the basis elements
nH , n=l, .•• ,N-l, and H*), represents the relative composi-
tion of the investments of the dth division,
Hd = ~d a Bd,k, then equation (8) can be rewritten as
- k=l d,k
By varying the weights Sd,k k=l, ••• Nd ; d=l, ..• ,n,
Nd
subject to the constraint L Sd,k = 1 , the relative com-
k=l
position of each divisional portfolio, Hd , d=l, ••• ,O, is
changed, but if these weights remain fixed, then so do the
points Hd , d=l, ••. ,D. For a fixed set of points Hd' d=l, ••• ,n,
then equation (11) represents the O-dimensional plane in A
consisting of all possible linear combinations of the points
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Hd , d=l, .•• ,D and H*, where the weights sum to V, the net
I
worth.
By changing the weight, wd' the scale of the dth
divisional portfolio is changed at the expense of the scale
of the point H*. Such a portfolio change will be referred
to as "scaling the investments by divisions," and the D-
dimensional plane in A that is traced out by scaling the
investments in the various combinations of divisions will
be referred to as the "capital-market" plane.
Each capital-market plane corresponding to a set
of fixed points Ha, d=l, ••• ,D, lies in A. Accordingly,
each capital-market plane is mapped by the characteristic
function into some region of the feasible set of charac-
teristics C. A strict extension of the term "capital-
market line" as developed by Lintner [19], and Sharpe [29],
would define the capital-market plane as that region in C.
However, as noted in Chapter II, there are no capital as-
sets or liabilities in C-space, and there are no markets
for characteristics. In addition, in general the regions
in C need not be planes. Therefore, the term capital-
market plane seems better suited for A-space where there
are capital assets and liabilities as well as markets for
these securities, and, as has been demonstrated, the region
in A-space will always be a D-dimensional plane. The re-
gion in C-space might pe more appropriately referred to as
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the image of the capital-market plane under the character-
istic function.
Since the set of all feasible capital-market
planes spans the set A, then the optimal portfolio in A
must lie on one of the capital-market planes. If that
plane can be identified without reference to the utility
function, then an important aspect of portfolio selection
has been separated from the confines of the utility func-
tion. The capital-market plane containing the optimal
portfolio will be associated with D "Hicksian" securities,
°Hd , d=l, ••• ,D, representing the efficient relative compo-
sition of each divisional portfolio. If each efficient
point H~, d=l, ..• ,D, can be determined at the divisional
level, without knowledge of the remaining divisional port-
folios, or of the optimal scale of weights wd, d=l, ••• ,D,
then, in addition to assuring the important separation
property, the allocation problem can be decomposed.
In the single-division case, the capital-market
plane collapses to a single line, and the separation con-
dition described above collapses to the definition of
separation given in Chapter II. Accordingly, in the case
of a single=division only one efficient point HO , needs to
be determined to insure both separation and decomposition.
In the single-division case, not much decomposing takes
place, but there can be independent decision-making by the
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one division that determines its own efficient portfolio
°H , and by the firm which sets the scale of the one inde-
pendent division HO and the one predetermined division H*.
Viewed in this manner, the separation properties
examined in Chapter II can be presented as a class of spe-
cial cases of more general property of the D-division de-
composition problem.
3.7 First-Order Conditions and a
Formal Definition of Decompo'sition
The single-period portfolio-allocation problem
was formally defined in Chapter I in terms of maximizing
the composite function (U 0 C) over the set of feasible
portfolios, A. This set, when modified to exclude a total
of D planes of eN-I)-dimensional measure zero, can be ex-
pressed in terms of (D + N-l) variables and D constraints.
A =_ {A' A = D ~d S Hd,k + (V - ~ Wd) H*}d=l wd k=l d,k d=l
°th ~d B 1 f'H* - f'Hd~kl, and where the pointsWl k=l d,k =, -
Hd,k - H*, are linearly independent, for k=l, ••• ,Nd ; d=l, ••• ,D.
To maximize the composite function (U 0 C) over
the modified feasible set, A, first form the Lagrangean
1 Dfunction. L(Wl, ••• ,wD; Sd,k' k=l, •.• ,Nd , d=l, ••• ,D; 1., ••• 1.) =
(D 0 C) r~ wd ~d Bd , k Hd , k + (V - d~= 1 Wd ) H~
Ld=l k=l j
D d Nd
L A (L e )
d=l k=l d,k-l •
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The first-order conditions can be written in
vector notation as
J [~ wd Nd S Hd,k + D H*]JU . JC . L (V - L wd )d=l k=l d,k d=l
1 1 D D 0, ••• ,0)= (A , ••• ,A ; • • • ; A ,..., A ,
Nd
and L S
k=l d,k=l d=l, ••• ,D •
Where J represents the Jacobian or matrix of first partials,
for the dual-characteristics-mode1, m=2,
JU =. (Ul' U2 )
JC = (c~, ... ,c~)
C1 ' • • • ,CN
and J[~ w ~d S Hd,k +
d=l d k=l d,k
is 1 X 2 ,
is 2 X N ,
=
with respect to variable, 1
h
d,k
wd 1
.
hd,kwd N-l
hd,kwd N
.
..., ...
( Nd d,kL S h - h*
Ik=l d,k:
1 1
Nd d,kI ~=l Bd ,khN- 1 - h;_l
\ Nd d,k h *
\ ~=l Bd,khN - N
Breaking down the first-order conditions into in-
dividual equations yields three sets of relationships:
(12 ) aL =
aSd,k
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~ U ~ e m
n
Wdhnd,k - Ad = 0
m=l m n=l
for k = 1, .•• , Nd ; d=l, ••• ,D .
aL 2 N
em (Nd hd,k
-h~)(13) aw = L U L ~=l Sd,kd m=l m n=l n n
for d=l, ••• , D .
(14 ) aL Nd 0~ = ~=l Sd,k-l = for d=l, ••• ,D •
Line (12) can be rewritten as
(15 ) ~ -~ ~ em hd,k
mL.-_ l U L. nn=l n for k=l, •.• ,Nd ; d=l, •.. ,D.
Line (IS) states that within the dth division the divisional
variables Sd,k' k=l, ••• ,Nd , must be adjusted such that the
sum of the components of each of the divisional basis ele-
ments, weighted by the utility of the marginal impact of
each component on each coordinant function, must be the
same for each of the basis elements.
Recalling the theorem on weighted averages from
Chapter I, any weighted sum of the dth subset of (15),
Ad
where the weights sum to one, also equals the ratio
wdNdThat is, for L bd,k = 1, d=l, ••• ,D
k=l
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or, rearranging terms,
(16 ) for d=l, ••. ,D.
Each line of (IS) can be viewed as a special case
(16) , where bd,k = 1, and bd,j = 0 for j~k.
If the basis elements, Hd,k, k=l, ••• ,Nd ; d=l, .•• ,D,
are selected to correspond with the divisional partition
d,k
such that h~ . = 0 for <5 ~ d (recall that the natural basis
u,l.
elements represent one such suitable selection), then many
of the terms in (16 ) are zero, and (16 ) can be rewritten as
2 Nd m Nd hd,k Ad(I 7) L U L Cd . L bd,k =m=l m i=l ,l. k=1 d,i wd
j=l, .•. ,Nd •(18 )
Subtracting from the general case of (17), the
2 2
special case of line (17) where bd,j = 1, and bd,k = 0
for k~j gives
~ ~d Cm . (~d b n~'~ _ hd,j)
m=l Urn i=l d,l. k=l d,k .~,l. d,l.
For U~O, (18) can be rewritten in the form of
Nd C1 (~d bd,k hd,k d .~(19 ) L d,i - hd :l
- 2- i=l d,i k=l
Ul Nd 2 (Nd hd,k hd'~)L C . L bd,k -
i=l d,l. k=l d,i d,l.
for Nd bd,k = 1, j=l, ... ,Nd ; and d=l, •.• ,D, where
U2
L - U1k=l
(20 )
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is the marginal rate of substitution between the two
characteristic functions (MRS12 ).
Since (19) holds for any set of weights (bd k',
Ndk=l, ... ,Nd ) such that L bd k = 1, then it holds for eachk=l '
choice bd,h = 1, and bd,k = 0 for k~h, or
~d c l . (hd,~ - hdd,'l.~)U2 _ l.=1 d,l. d,~
Ul - )~d c
d
2
. (hdd,~ hd,~
i=l ,l. ~,l. d,l.
Putting (19 ) and (20 ) together gives
Nd 1 (Nd hd,k hd,~) Nd 1 (hd,~ hd,~ )E C . L bd,k L Cd .(21) l.=1 d,l. k=l d,i - d,l. = i=l ,l. d,l. d,l.
Nd 2 (Nd d,k hd'~) Nd 2 ( d,h _ hd,j)L C . L bd,k hd . .~ Cd . hd .i=l d,l. k=l ,l. d,l. l.=l ,l. ,l. d,i
Nd
for ~=l bd,k = 1; h,j=l, ••• ,Nd ; and for d=l, ••• ,D.
In the dth subset of (21) corresponding to the dth
division, only Nd -2 of the equations are independent. (One
d
equation was used to eliminate 1- , and another was used to
wd
eliminate MRS12 o) The dth constraint from (13), X~l bd,k = 1,
brings the number of independent equations for the dth di-
visional problem to Nd-l.
Providing that the standard assumptions concerning
first-order conditions are met (i.e., the entire set of
first-order conditions is soluble, and that the first-order
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conditions are both necessary and sufficient for a global
as well as a local maximum), the dth subset of (21) plus
the dth constraint in (13) determines the efficient rela-
tive levels of the variables Bd,k' k=l, ••• ,Nd , correspond-
ing to the basis elements of the dth divisional portfolio,
Hd,k k 1, = , ••• ,Nd . These weights then determine the "Hick-
sian" security representing the efficient relative invest-
ments in the dth divisional portfolio, Hdo = ~d B ok Hd,kk=l d,
Line (14) consists of the d equations determining
the efficient allocation of the net-worth of the firm be-
tween the D points Hd , d=l, ••• ,D, with the residual,
being allocated to the point H*.
If the dth subset of (21) can be shown to depend
only on the divisional variables, Bd,k' k=l, ••• ,Nd (clearly
the dth constraint of (13) already meets this requirement),
°then the selection of the point Hd representing the effici-
ent relative investments in the dth divisional portfolio
can be managed at the divisional level. No information
"outside" of the division is required to solve the divi-
sional problem.
If each of the D divisions can be shown to be in-
dependent, then in principle the allocation problem can be
decomposed into D divisional problems. In the decomposed
solution procedure, each division solves for its own efficient
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"Hicksian" security, and then the firm allocates the net-
D
worth among the divisions, with the residual, (V - L wd ),d=l
being invested in the predetermined "Hicksian" security H*.
3.8 A Decomposition Theorem for the
Dual-Characteristic Model
Each equation in the dth subset of (21) ,
Nd 1 (1~1 bd,k hd,k hd,V (~d 1 hd,h hd,~ )L Cd . Cd .i=l ,l. d,i d, _ i=l ,l. d,i d,l.
Nd 2 (N hd,k hd,~) (~d 2 hd,h hd,~)L C Ld bd k Cd .i=l d,i k=l , d,i d,l. i=l ,l. d,i d,l.
Ndfor L bd,k = 1; h,j=l, ••• ,Ndk=l
depends only on the first partials of the characteristic
functions corresponding to the dth division, but there is
no reason to assume that these first partials will depend
only on the divisional variables. Consequently, the allo-
cation need not decompose for an arbitrary selection of
characteristic functions. In general, the solution for
each of the efficient "Hicksian" securities of each divi-
sion is part of the overall problem that must be solved
simultaneously.
Theorem 3.1 presents sufficient restrictions on
the form of the characteristic functions to insure that
the problem will decompose. Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1
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demonstrates that for the special case of a single division,
Theorem 3.1 coincides with the separation theorem (2.4)
presented for the dual-characteristic model. On the basis
of Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1, each of the separation the-
orems presented in Chapter II can be viewed as a corollary
to Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 2 to Theorem 3.1 provides an example
of decomposition in the case where the number of divisions,
D, is arbitrary.
Theorem 3.1:
The single-period allocation problem will decom-
pose if there exists a "Hicksian" security, H*, such that
for points in A, each characteristic function can be ex-
(22 )
pressed in the form,
ern ~=1 wd Hd + (V - ~=1 wd ) Hj =
o
+ ~
d=l
m,d
C
for m=l,2, where Hd
d=l, •.. ,D.
This class of characteristic functions includes
functions that are separable into homogeneous functions.
In these cases, each function, Fd(wd)' d=l, ••• ,D, is of
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k
the form wd ' where k is the degree of homogeneity of Fd ,
d=l, ••. , D.
Note that the functions, Fl, ••• ,FD, may differ by'
division, but they must match up across characteristic
functions (i.e., the functions do not bear an "m" super-
script.
Proof of Theorem 3.1:
Taking the derivative of (22) with respect to the
kth element of the dth division gives
(23 ) for k=l, ••• ,Ndi d=l, ••• ,D •
Substituting (23 ) into the dth subset of (21) gives
(24 )
Nd cl,<I r
Nd
bd,k hd,k _hd,~]L Fd (wd ) Li=l d,l. k=l d,i d,l.
Nd 2,d [Nd bd,k hd,k _hd'~]L Cd . Fd (wd ) Li=l ,l. k=l d,i d,l.
Nd I,d (wd ) (hd'~ d,j)L Cd . Fd hd .i=l ,l. d,l. ,l.
=
Nd 2,d ( d,h d,j)
L Cd . Fd (wd ) hd,i - hd .i=l ,l. ,l.
Nd
with L bd,k = 1, for h,j=l, ••• ,Ndi d=l, ••• ,D •
k=l
The common factor Fd{wd ) can be factored out of
each sum in (24) and can be canceled from the expression,
leaving
divisional variables, Sd,k' k=l, ••• ,Nd • Thus, in
ciple (25), combined with the original constraint
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(25 ) Nd Cl,d (Nd hd,k _ hd,jJ Nd Cl,d (hd,~ hd,~ )E ~=l bd,k Ei=l d,i d,i d,1 i=l d,i d,1 d,l.
Nd 2,d Cd d,k - hd,V =
Nd 2,d d,h hd,~ )E Cd . ~=l bd,k hd . E Cd . hd . -i=l ,l. ,l. d,1 i=l ,1 ,l. d,l.
Nd .
with E b d k = 1, for h,J=l, .•. ,Nd ; d=l, ••• ,D. (Cancellingk=l '
the common factor Fd(wd ) was the reason that the functions
Fd could not differ between characteristic functions.)
Each term in expression (25) depends only on the
prin-
~d B = 1
k=l d,k
can be solved for the efficient relative investments of the
dth division. If this property holds for each division
d=l, •.• ,D, then the allocation problem decomposes.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1 (Separation theorems developed
as special cases of decomposition):
In the case of a single division, the allocation
problem will decompose if there exists a nHicksian n se-
curity H* such that, for points in A, the characteristic
functions can be expressed in the form
(26) em (WH +
m=1,2, where H
(V-W)H3
N-l
= E B
n=l n
= Cm,o + c~,l (H) F (w) + Cm'*{H*)F*(V-w
n N-l
H , and E B
n
= 1 •
n=l
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The proof of Corollary 1 follows immediately from
Theorem 3.1 for D=l.
Line (26) is also precisely the condition required
for the separation theorem (2.4) for the dual-characteris-
tic model in Chapter II. Accordingly, all of the separa-
tion theorems of Chapter II can be viewed as special cases
of Theorem 3.1.
3.9 The Special Case of a Mean and
Variance-Related Model
In spite of the apparent generality of the decom-
position theorem, the condition that each function Fd ,
d=l, ••• ,D, be common to both characteristic functions
weakens the theorem considerably. All of the important
dual-characteristic models that have been developed to ex-
amine the allocation problem have involved some measure of
expected return, either the mean of the dollar return, or
the mean of the relative return. Each of these measures
is homogeneous of degree one, and Fd(wd ) = wd ' d=l, ••• ,D.
Consequently, any second characteristic function that is
paired with expected return must be of the form
One function that can be paired with expected re-
turn to produce a decomposable model is the variance-re-
lated function
<I> (A)
Theorem 3.2:
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N N 1/2
= L L (aiJ" ai~)
i=l j==l J
The mean/<I> model decomposes if the covariance
matrix, L, is a block-diagonal matrix,
L =
. .
. .
o
D
L
where the d d=l, ••• ,DL ,
are (Nd X Nd ) submatrices,
and a 2 is 1 X 1.N
Proof of Theorem 3.2:
For the block-diagonal covariance matrix, the
function N N 1/2
<I>(A) = L ~ (aijai~) can be written in
i=l J=l J
the 'form,
(27 ) <I> (A)
D
= L
d=l
}/2
Cd, j) j
+ ( ~2 2 1/2vN~) for any point A.
If the basis elements Hd,k, k=l, ••• ,Nd ; and
d=l, ••. ,D, are selected to correspond with the divisional
d,kpartition such that ho,j = 0 for d~ 0; h~ = 0, n=l, ••• ,N-l,
and h* = 1, then the expression for points in A,N
D Nd d,k D
A = L Wd L 8d ,k H + (V - L Wd ) H*d=l k=l d=l
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for i=l, ... ,Nd ;
d=l, ... ,D, and
Substituting (28) into (27) gives,
4>(A) = ~ [~d ~d (o(d i) (d 0) (Wd ~d Ild,k h~:~)d=l ~=l J=l \ ' ,J k=l
(Wd!~l Ild,k h~:~)~ + (o~ (v - ~=l wd):)1/2
or
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D Nd Nd ~(d'i) (d,j) Nd d,k(29 ) <I> (A) = E wd E L L Sd,k hd .d=l i=l j=l k=l ,l.
Nd d,k)1/2 (IN (V D Wd)r Bd,k h d . + - rk=l ,J d=l
D D
For Fd(Wd) = Wdi F* (V - r Wd ) = v - r wd id=l d=l
c2 ,d CHd ) Nd Nd ;;, Nd hd,k Nd d,k)1/2;
= f=l ~=lta (d,i) (d,j) ~=l Bd,k d,i ~=l Sd,k hd,V
2 *and C' (H*) = a, (29) satisfies the conditions of The-N
orem 3.1 for C2 (A) = <P(A). The characteristic function,
1C (A) = ~'A, satisfies the condition for the other charac-
teristic function, and thus, by Theorem 3.1, the decompo-
sition property holds.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.2 could have been proven directly by
demonstrating that the divisional problems, defined by
(21) depend only on divisional variables.
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Substituting (28 ) into (30) gives
Na ha,k 1/2
Nd
wd L Sd,kk=l d,it
a
. = L
o (d,i) (d,j),1 j=l Nd hd,k
wd L Sd,kk=l d,j
or Nd 1/2hd,kL Sd,k
Nd ( k=l
d,i
(31) t d . = ~=l 0 (a,i) (d,j) Nd,1 hd,kL Sa,k
k=l d, j
Each of the equations (3l), for i=l, .•• ,Nd , de-
pends only on the divisional variables. Consequently, the
divisional problem, that depends only on equations of this
form, must depend only on divisional variables.
3.10 An Optimal Structuring
of the Divisions
It was demonstrated in Theorem 3.2 that the struc-
turing of the divisions was important for the proof of the
theorem to hold. The proof would not have held had the
structure of the divisions not corresponded to the blocks
of the block-diagonal matrix. However, Theorem 3.2 pro-
vided only sufficient conditions for decomposition. Hence,
it cannot be concluded that the decomposition property
would not hold if the divisions did not match up with the
blocks. The proof presented depended on the match-up, but
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it is possible that another proof might not depend on the
match-up.
As a reminder that only sufficient conditions are'
being examined for decomposition, the word "an" is used in
the title of this section in place of the word "the". It
is possible that other rules for structuring the divisions
might lead to an optimal decomposition algorithm, but, on
the basis of Theorem 3.2, there is at least one set of
rules that can be used to structure the divisions optimally.
If the securities are assigned to the divisions
such that between any two divisions the securities are in-
dependent, then by Theorem 3.2, the decomposition would
hold. The scope of Theorem 3.2, and hence the scope of
this rule for structuring divisions, can be extended con-
siderably by noting that any variance-covariance matrix
can be diagonalized through principal-components analysis.
The divisional structure would then be defined on a par-
titioning of the principal components, each representing
a "Hicksian" security, rather than on a partitioning of
the real securities. This would be reflected in the choice
d k
of the basis elements H ' , k=l, ••• ,Nd ; and d-l, .•• ,D.
In a completely diagonalized model, the structur-
ing of the divisions is arbitrary. Any block of securities
is independent from any other block, and thus by Theorem
3.2 the decomposition property will hold.
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3.11 An32 Optimal Design of
the Divisional Problem
When the conditions of the decomposition theorem
are met, the efficient levels of the divisional variables
can be determined at the divisional level, but what rules
should be given to the managers of the divisions of the
firms? How must they act in order to determine the ef-
ficient levels of the divisional variables? Should they
act so as to maximize the firm's utility function at some
reduced scale?
In general, the answer to this last question is
nOi the efficient levels of the divisional variables are
not determined by maximizing the firm's utility function
at a reduced scale. Instead, the managers of the divisions
must be given specific instructions or rules governing
their behavior.
Recalling the first-order conditions developed
for the allocation problem in section 3.7, the efficient
32As in the title of section 3.10, the word "an"
is used in place of the word "the" to indicate that the
optimal design of the divisional problem need not be
unique. The conditions for optimality are sufficient
but not necessary. Hence, it is possible that another
set of sufficient conditions could be developed that
would determine another optimal design of the divisional
problem.
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relative composition of the investment by the dth division
requires that
Nd 1 (hd, 1:1
- h~,j)U2 L Cd .i=l ,J. d,J. ,J. for h,j 1, . · · , Nd(20 ) MRS12 = = =VI Nd 2 (hd,~ hd,jE Cd . -
i=1 ,J. d,J. d,i)
The manager of the dth division could be instructed
to adjust the divisional variables, Bd,k' k=l, ••• ,Nd , such
that (20) holds subject to the constraint that ~d Ba k = 1.k=l '
This rule can be given an additional interpretation as a
result of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.3:
The conditions (20) are the same as the first-
order conditions for maximizing the marginal utility to
the firm of scaling the investment in the dth division sub-
ject to the constraint ~d Bd k = 1.
k=l '
Proof:
By (13) in section 3.7, the marginal utility to
the firm of scaling the investment in the dth division is
~;; = ~ U ~ em (~d 8d,k h~,k h~)m=l m n=l .n k=l
If the basis elements have been selected to cor-
respond to the divisional partitition such that hd,k = 0e,i
for cS ~ d, then (13) can be rewritten as
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elL 2 [rd m Nd hd,k N h~J(32 ) dW = E Urn f.l Cd . E Sd,k - E Cmrn=l ,1 k=l n n=l n
With two new definitions,
fd Nd 1 Nd hd,k N 1 *= E Cd . E Sd,k E C hn , andi=l ,1 k=l n n=l n
d Nd 2 Nd d,k N c2 *g = E Cd . E Sd,k h E h ,i=l ,1 k=1 n n=1 n n
then (32 ) can be expressed more concisely as
(33) aL . fd + U2g
d
aw
U1
The Lagrangean function for the maximization of
(32) subject to the constraint, ~d Sd,k = 1 , is
k=1
L = U fd + u2g
d
- A ( ~d Bd,k = 1 \
1 k=1 )
The first-order conditions can be expressed in-
dividually as
(34 ) i=l, ••• ,Nd •
The scalar A can be eliminated from (34) to give
h,j=l, ••• ,Nd , or
with Ul~O, (35 ) can be re-expressed as
U2 fd - f~(36 ) MRS12 = -U= h J h, j=l, ••• ,Ndgd _ d1 g.h J
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fd dfd
Nd 1 hd,h
But E Cd .= = ,1 d,i ,h d8d ,h i=l
d N 2 hd,h
and d dq E Cd .gh = d8d,h = ,l. d,ii=l
Hence, (36 ) becomes
Nd 1 d,h Nd 1 hd,j
U2
E Cd . hd . - E Cd ·MRS12 = - = i=l
,l. ,1 i=l ,1 d,iU1 Nd Nd or2 hd,h 2 hd,jE Cd . - E Cd .
i=l ,1 d,i i=l ,l. d,i
Nd 1 ( d h hd,~)U2 E Cd .i=l ,1 hd:i - d,l.(37) MRS12 = - - =U1 Nd 2 ~ d,h hd,~)E Cd . hd .i=l ,l.. ,l.. d,l..
which is also (20).
Q.E.D.
The marginal utility to the firm of scaling the
investment in the dth division is the net value measured
in uti1s, resulting from last dollar invested by the firm
in the dth division. Theorem 3.3 states that to be effi-
cient, the dth division should be managed so as to maximize
this marginal value. This interpretation of (20) rein-
forces the intuition that to be efficient the dth division
must select that flHicksian fl security that contributes most
to the marginal utility of the firm.
Theorem 3.4 demonstrates that a rule, equivalent
to (20), but with less intuitive appeal, can be given to
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the manager in a simpler form. A corollary to Theorem 3.4
specializes the theorem to the mean/standard-deviation model,
where there is a single division, and the Nth security is
riskless. In this special case, the new rule collapses to
Lintner's rule in his separation theorem that was examined
in section 2.4.
Theorem 3.4:
The manager of the dth division can act as if the
goal of the dth division is to maximize the quantity
Nd 1 Nd hd,k N cl *L Cd . L Sd,k - L hnd fd i=l ,J. k=l d,i n=l ne = gd = Nd Nd N2 hd,k 2 *L Cd . L Sd,k - L Cn h ni=l ,J. k=l d,i n=l
Nd
subject to the constraint that E Sd,k = 1 •
k=l
Proof:
f .. fd, (~d QThe Lagrangean unctJ.on J.S L = ~ - A ~ ~d,k =
9 k=l
The first-order conditions can be written in vector nota-
tion as d d d d
JF · g f· Jg = Af'
(gd) 2
,
where Jfd, Jgd , and I' are row vectors, and A, fd, gd, and
(gd)2 are scalars.
Multiplying through by the scalar (gd)2 gives
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Breaking down the vector notation into components,
f d. d _ fd d~ 9 gi = i=l, ••• ,Nd , or
f d d _ fd dh 9 gh =
d d df. g - fJ h,j=l, ••. ,Na
Collecting terms, d f~) d d d d{fh - 9 = (9h - gj) f , orJ
fd f~ fd dh J
= = e
gg d gd- g.J
fd af
d Nd 1 hd,hBut = aSd h = I: Cd . andh ,1. d,i ,, i=l
Nd 2 d,h
I: Cd,i hd,i
i=l
,
the necessary conditions for the prescribed maximization
of e are
Nd
I:
i=l
1Cd .
,1.
2Cd .
,1. (hd,~ h d , j )d,l. - d,i
,
which are precisely the necessary conditions for the ef-
ficient divisional portfolio.
Q.E.D.
Corollary to Theorem 3.4:
For the case of a single division (separation)
in the mean/standard-deviation model, where the Nth security
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is riskless, then the manager of the division of risky
securities can act "as if" the goal is to maximize the
value 0 = ~r - ~N
o
r
Proof:
By Theorem 3.4 the division can act as if the goal
is to maximize the measure
N-l
e
l N-l h k
N
e
l *E E Bk - E hn
0 1
£1 n=l n k=l n n=l n
=
--r= N-l N-l N
e
2 hk e 2 *g E E Bk - E h
n=l
n k=l n n=l n n
It remains to be shown that 0 1 is equal to Lintner's
measure, 0 = ~r - ~N
or
By selecting the natural basis elements (i.e.: For
n n *
n=l, ... ,N-l, hi = 0 for i~n, and h n = 1; and hi = 0 for i~N,
and h: = 1), the expression for 0 1 reduces to
N-l
e
l
e
lE Bn - N1 n=l n0 = N-l
e
2
e
2
E Bn -
n=l
n N
In the mean/standard-deviation model, el(A) = ~'A,
1 2 2
and en = ~n' n=l, •.• ,N; and e (A) = a(A), and en = an'
n=l, ... ,N.
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1 1 ~r - ~N
oN = 0, 0 becomes 0 =
a
r
This is precisely Lintner's measure 0.
Q.E.D.
3.12 An Appraisal of Decomposition
In Chapter III, no attempt was made to compare the
costs of the decentralized solution procedure to the costs
of the single-step solution procedure to determine which
method might be better in terms of computational efficiency
or in terms of general economies in the decision-making
process. Nor was any attempt made at determining the op-
timal number of divisions. Instead, the analysis only at-
tempted to examine some of the conditions under which the
decentralized solution would be consistent with the single-
step solution. Moreover, the analysis was limited to a
narrow class of decentralized techniques based on a linear
partitioning of the feasible set and a relatively simple
combination of divisional and master algorithms.
The mathematical tools applied also have their
limitations. The dependence on first-order conditions by
portfolio theorists in general should be re-examined more
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formally. The second-order conditions in this study and
in other studies have been passed over lightly, and the
problem of multiple local maxima has been ignored completely.
Conditions can be formulated that render the first-order
conditions both necessary and sufficient for a global as
well as a local maximum, but the impact of these added
restrictions on the nature of the problem should be examined
carefully. Even if the above bugs are ironed out, there
is no guarantee that the first-order conditions are soluble.
Algebraic solutions as well as numerical approximations
need to be worked out for the different sets of character-
istic functions, and comparative-static experiments can be
conducted to examine the nature of the solution in the cases
where direct solution is not possible.
In addition to the above, almost standard prob-
lems of micro-model building, several problems are more pe-
culiar to Chapter III. One is the problem of the incomplete
search of the feasible set. A complete solution procedure
was sketched but it should be examined more fully. Another
limitation of Chapter III is one that is shared with Chap-
ter II, and much of portfolio theory in general (although
not Chapter I), and that is the restriction to the dual-
characteristic model. The ratio form of the first-order
conditions is limited to dual-characteristic models, but
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perhaps the problem could be reformulated so that the de-
composition of an M-characteristic model can be explored.
On the positive side, Chapter III represents an
initial, and moderately rigorous, attempt at examining an
important problem in portfolio theory. Admittedly, the
framework employed for the analysis is narrow, but it proves
to be broad enough to encompass the previous studies of
separation by Tobin, Lintner, Sharpe, and Stone, as well
as some of my own extensions of the work of these authors
presented in Chapter II.
The development of the mean/~ model demonstrated
that decomposition is possible if the divisions are suit-
ably structured. The requirement that the covariance matrix
be block-diagonal proved not to be overly severe because
through principal-components analysis, any covariance matrix
can be diagonalized. To insure decomposability, the firm
would then have to define its divisions in accordance with
the principal-component vectors. A less than full princi-
pal-components analysis could convert any covariance matrix
into a block-diagonal matrix, and hence the firm can retain
an important degree of freedom in structuring its divisions.
The decomposition of the mean/variance-related
models is underexplored. Models employing variance, stand-
ard-deviation, semivariance, and lower confidence levels
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should be examined for decomposability. Sharpe's [28]
'l'f. 33s1mp 1 1ed model would be an especially interesting case
to examine. However, these topics are left for future re-
search.
The fruit of the analysis of Chapter III, in terms
of the particular decomposition theorems presented, is ad-
mittedly rather meager beyond the single-division case of
separation. However, hopefully, some of the analysis,
notably the early sections of Chapter III, the concept of
divisional variables, and the concept of divisional sub-
sets of efficiency conditions, transcend the present analy-
sis and form a more solid foundation for further research.
33These areas for further research were suggested
by Kane in a review of an earlier draft.
PAR T I I
THE SINGLE-PERIOD
PORTFOLIO-DIVERSIFICATION PROBLEM
CHAPTER IV
DIVERSIFICATION THEOREMS
BASED ON THE
SINGLE-STEP SOLUTION PROCEDURE IN CHAPTER I
4.1 The Definition of a Feasible
Diversification Strategy
If A is an N X 1 vector of portfolio weights, then
a change in the portfolio can be denoted by dA, where dA
is the N X 1 vector of changes in the portfolio weights.
A =(I: , and dA =
If V is a scalar representing the net worth of
the portfolio A, then V + dV is the net worth of the port-
folio after it has been change~.
(1) I'A = V, and
(2) II (A + dA) = V + dV, where I is a vector of ones.
The scalar dV includes any costs associated with the port-
folio change as well as any exogenous change in net worth.
Subtracting (1) from (2) gives the general con-
dition for a feasible portfolio change.
(3 ) I I dA = dV.
A diversification move, or strategy, is a port-
folio change that involves "new" securities, or securities
- 141-
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that are not among the N "old" securities that are already
held in the portfolio. If the symbol AR denotes an R X 1
vector of "new" securities, then a feasible diversification
strategy can be defined as any set of changes in "old" and
"new" securities, dA and dAR, consistent with the expression
(4 ) l'dA + l'dAR = dV. {Note that in this expression
the dimension of the vector of ones, I, may not be con-
sistent (i.e., N need not equal R). However, the dimen-
sionality of I can be safely inferred from the context.)
In the absence of·all transactions costs, diversi-
fication costs, etc., and excluding exogenous changes in
net worth, dV = 0, and (4) becomes
(5) l'dA + l'dAR = o.
For the remainder of Part II, net worth will be
held constant, and a feasible diversification strategy
will be taken to be one satisfying (S).
In general, a diversification strategy can be
very complicated, involving many "new" assets and many
"new" liabilities. In fact, if the net worth of the "new"
assets precisely equals the net worth of the "new" lia-
bilities, then the diversification strategy need not in-
valve any of the "old" securities.
In this study the types of diversification strate-
gies are restricted to portfolio changes in which either
all of the "new" securities enter as assets, or all of them
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enter as liabilities. In addition, for the asset diver-
sification, the levels of the old securities may only be
increased.
These two classes of diversification strategies
b) Rpure liability diversification, dar < 0, r=I, .•• ,R, and
dan> 0, n=I, .•• ,N.
4.2 The Criterion for Appraising
Diversification Strategies
A portfolio change, dA, increases utility if
(6) (U 0 C) (A + dA) > (U 0 C) (A), and it does not
increase utility if
(7) (U 0 C) (A + dA) ~ (U 0 C) A.
Locally (for small changes) these conditions are
equivalent to
(8) JU • JC • dA > 0, and
(9) JU · JC • dA < 0, where JU is the Jacobian or
(1 X M) matrix of first partials of the utility function,
U, and JC is the Jacobian or (M X N) matrix of first par-
tials of the characteristic function, c.
Initially, the problem is dimensioned for an ar-
bitrary number of characteristics. The theorems of Chapter IV,
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paralleling the work of Chapter I, are proven first for
the M-characteristic model, and then are specialized to
dual-characteristic models. In Chapter V only the dual-
characteristic model is examined, paralleling the work of
Chapters II and III.
If the dimensions of the Jacobian of the charac-
teristic function are extended to M X (N+R), then condi-
tions (8) and (9) for all portfolio changes can be spe-
cialized for diversification strategies.
(10) JU · JC • (dAR) > 0, anddA
(11) t'dA )JU • JC 'l dAR ~ o.
In this study, it will be recommended that a di-
versification strategy that meets the feasibility require-
ment, (5), should be undertaken if (10) holds, and rejected
if (II) holds. This accept-reject criterion is consistent
with the analysis in Part I based on the first-order con-
ditions for the local maximization problem, but admittedly
the criterion rests on shaky ground. It is adopted only
to adapt the analysis developed in Part I to the problem
of diversification, in the hope that additional insights
can be gained. Accordingly, the analysis of this study
should be viewed only as an initial approximation. The
problem needs to be recast in the form of a discrete
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programming problem, and a discrete accept-reject criterion
needs to be developed.
4.3 A Theorem for Pure Asset Diversification
Within the class of pure asset diversification
strategies, there exists a great variety of possible com-
binations of "old" and "new" securities facing the investo~.
A brute-force search of all possible combinations could be
extremely tedious. Theorem 4.1 greatly simplifies this
problem by providing the investor with a simple rule to
indicate when the investor ought to diversify.
Theorem 4.1:
There exists a feasible pure asset diversification
strategy, that improves utility, if and only if there ex-
ists at lease one "old" (already in the portfolio) security,
n, and at least one "new" (not already in the portfolio)
asset, r, such that
M
L Urn (e~+r - e~) > 0 •
m=l
In this weighted sum, each term, (em - e~), representsN+r
the marginal impact on the mth characteristic of substi-
tuting a little of the rth "new" security into the port-
folio for a little of the nth "old" security. The scalar,
u , then converts this impact into utility units, and the
m
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total marginal loss or gain is determined by the weighted
sum. The condition states that this total must be posi-
tive for the diversification strategy to be beneficial.
The entire theorem states that if any pure asset diversi-
fication strategy, however complicated, succeeds in in-
creasing utility, then there must be at least one simple
diversification strategy, involving only one "new" and one
"old" security that al~o increases utility.
The proof of the "if and only if" theorem has two
parts. The "if" part of the theorem states that:
,/
) ~ Urn <cm+r - C~) > 0 for 'some n and some r -J' ~m=l
"-
that there exists some choice of dA, and dAR, where dA < 0,
daR> 0, and - J'dA = J'dAR, such that:
Proof:
= 0, k~n, and -dan R= dar > a , then
dAR > J'dA da R J'dA
R
anddA < 0, 0, = = da =
n r
(:R) M N . R .L Lcmda + m R)JU . JC = L U L CN+rdar =
m=l m n=l n n r=l
M ~~ R m ) M m rn RL U (-dar) + CN+rdar = L Urn (CN+r - Cn) dar
m=l m m=l
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Since ~ U (cm - C~) >
m=l m N+r
R
0, and dar> 0, then
The "only if" part of the theorem states that
~Ll Urn ~~+r - C:):'.. 0 for all n=l, ••• ,N, and for all
r=l' •.. ,~ ~ JU • JC (~~~:'.. 0 for any dA, dAR, such
that dA < 0, dAR > 0, and - f'dA = f'dAR .
JC (:~ M Urn [ ~ C~dan R rn R)Proof: JU . = L: + L: CN+rdar
m=l n=l r=l
M N M R R
Cm m(12 ) = L: L: Urn da + L: L: Urn CN+r dar
m=l n=l n n rn=l r=l
Define new variables by
, for r=l, ••• ,R, and n=l, •.. ,N.rYn =
R(dar) (dan)
N
L: dan
n=l
(13) with da~ > 0, r=l, ••• ,R, and dan < 0, n=l, ••. ,N,
then yr > a for r=l, ••. ,R, and n=l, •.. ,N.
n
Also note that
(14 )
R NN r N (dar) (dan) R L: dan R
L Yn = l: = dar n=l = dar' and
n=l °n=l N N
L dan L dan
n=l n=l
(15)
R R RR R (dar) (dan) L dar
L - Yn = L = da n=l r = da .
r=l 4=1 n nN R
- L da L R
n=l n r=l dar
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Substituting (14) and (15) into (12) gives
(
dA 0 M N R r M R m N rJU • JC = ~ U Cm ~ U C LdAR L m n ~ - Yn + ~ ~ m N+r Y n' oxm=l n=l r~l m=l r=l n=l
JC ~~~) M N R Cm(16 ) JU . = ~ ~ ~ Urn (_y r)
m=l n=l r=l n n
M R N m r+ ~ ~ ~ U C Yn
m=l r=l n=l m N+r
Rearranging the second set of summation signs and collect-
ing terms in (16) gives
(dA) R N M G~ y~lr mJU . JC ldAR = ~ ~ ~ (-y ) + CN+r or,r=l n=l m=l n
(17 )
With yr > 0, r=l, ... ,R, and n=l, •.. ,N; and with
n
M m m
~ Urn (CN+r - Cn) < 0, r=l, ... ,R, and n=l, •.. ,N, each
m=l
term in the double sum, (17), is non-positive, and hence
the double sum, (17), is non-positive, or
Q.E.D.
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The significance of this theorem is that in spite
of the potential complexity of the problem of whether or
not to diversify, in terms of complicated feasible strate~
gies, involving many new assets and many old securities,
the answer is relatively simple. It is only necessary to
examine one new asset and one old security at a time. Com-
plex strategies need not be considered since ultimately
they can in principle be broken down into a series of
simple strategies.
Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.1.
Asset diversification in the mean/variance model
will increase utility if and only if there exists a "new"
asset, r, and an "old" security, n, such that
N
where ~ a k = v.k=l
In this corollary there are only two characteris-
tics. The term, D1 (~N+r - ~n)' measures in utility units
the marginal change in portfolio mean resulting from sub-
stituting the "new" security r into the portfolio for the
"old" security n. The term, 2 U2 f=l [<ak,N+r - ak,n) a k) ,
measures in utility units the marginal change in portfolio
variance.
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N
The sum, 2 L ok, ,N+r ak' is the marginal im-
k=l
pact of introducing the rth "new" security, and the sum,
N
- 2 L 0k,n a k , is the marginal impact of taking the nthk=l
"old" security out of the portfolio.
For mean-desiring, and variance-averse, investors,
Dl > 0, and U2 < O. Hence, if the "new" security offers
both a higher mean return, and a lower marginal risk, both
terms in the sum will be positive, and diversification pays.
If the "new" security offers a lower return and a higher
marginal risk, then both terms are negative and diversifi-
cation would not pay. If the "new" security offers either
a higher return and a higher marginal risk, or a lower re-
turn and a lower marginal risk, then the two terms will have
opposite signs. The total effect will depend on the extent
of differences in changes in the characteristic function,
and on the strengths of the investor's preferences.
Proof:
The mean/variance model is a special case of the
1 2 N
general theorem where M = 2, C = ~., and C = 2 L ok' ak 'i ~ i k=l,l
N
where L ak = V. Hence, the general condition becomes:
k=l
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M
L Urn (CmN+r - C
m
n ) = U ( )m=l 1 ~N+r - ~n
+ U2 /2 ~ ak,N+r a k - 2 ~ ak,n a k)l k=l k=l
+ 2U2l/~ (ak,N+r - ak,n) a) >0,
k=l ~
N
where L ak = V.
k=l
Q.E.D.
Corollary 2 to Theorem 4.1.
,
. I
or
Diversification from one asset to two assets in
the mean/variance model will increase utility if and only if:
( _ 0'1)Ul (~2 - ~l) + 2 U2 V 0'1 0'2 P12 > 0
°2
Proof:
This is a special case of Corollary 1, where N = 1.
By necessity, n=l, N+r=2, and al=V, so that the condition is:
VI (~2 - lll) + 2 U2 V (0'12 - 0'11) > 0 •
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, so that the condition can
be written as:
For a variance-averter, V2 < 0, this condition
can be rewritten in the form:
Q.E.D.
>
01
2 V 01 °2 (P12 - U2)
]..12 -]..11
The ratio, - VI, is the marginal rate of substi-
V2
tution of mean for variance (MRS12 ) at the point where
a 1 = V, and a 2 = O. The term, (]..I2 - ]..11)' is the difference
· d 2 (°1 ) . 1 (2 2 )1n means, an V 01 02 P12 - 15 equa to V 012 - V 0Il '
°2
which is the difference in marginal risk of the two securi-
2 V 01 02 (P12 _01)ties. Hence, the ratio, , represents
°2
]..12 - ]Jl
the marginal rate of transformation of characteristics
(MRT12 ), at the point where a 1 = V, and a 2 = 0, resulting
from the diversification move.
Proof:
The net-worth constraint requires that
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Substituting into the expression for el ,
e
1
= ~1 a1 + ~2 a 2 = a 2 (~2 - ~l) + V ~1 .
Differentiating with respect to a 2 gives
del
da2 = ~2 - 111
The expression for e2 is
c2 2 2 2 2 + 2= a 1 0'1 + a 2 0'2 P12 0'1 0'2 a1 a 2 or,
c2 2 (al 2 2 - 2 0'2)= a 2 + 0'2 P12 0'1
(2 V 2 + v2 2+ a 2 P12 0'1 0'2 - 2 V 0'1 ) 0'1
Differentiating with respect to a 2 gives
dC 2 2 2 2
da2 = a a2 (al + 0'2 - 2 P12 0'1 0'2) + 2 P1 2 0'1 0'2 V - 2 Val •
Evaluating this expression at a 2 = 0, a l = V gives
Thus the expression for the MRT12 for the diversification
strategy is
0'1
dC 2 _ dC 2 / dC l =2 V 0'1 0'2 {P12 - 0'2
dC1 - da2 da2 ~2 - ~l
Q.E.D.
Corollary 2 to Theorem 4.1 can be depicted geo-
metrically in Fig. 4.1.
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G
D
(Fig. 4.1)
If E represents the point on the diversification
transformation locus, DG, where a l = V, and a 2 = 0, then
MRS12 > M~T12' and utility can be increased by moving along
the diversification curve in the direction of F, to a point
where both a l and a2 are held as assets.
4.4 A Theorem for Pure Liability Diversification
Theorem 4.2:
A feasible pure liability diversification strategy,
that improves utility, exists if and only if there exists
at least one "old" security, n, and one "new" liability,
r, such that
M
L
m=l
U
m
(Cm - Cm) < 0N+r n •
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The proof of Theorem 4.2 is analogous to the one presented
for Theorem 4.1, with the appropriate inequalities reversed.
The importance of this theorem is the same as that for
Theorem 4.1. "New" liabilities need only be examined one
at a time, and need only be compared to "old" securities
one at a time to determine whether or not they should be
brought into the portfolio.
Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.2.
Liability diversification in the mean-variance
model will increase utility if and only if there exists a
"new" liability, r, and an "old" security, n, such that:
N
~ ak = V.
k=l
The proof is analogous to the one given for Corollary 1
to Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 2 to Theorem 4.2.
Diversification from a single asset to an addi-
tional liability will increase utility if and only if:
( °1) < 0Ul (1l2 - lll) + 2 U2 V °1 °2 P12 - •
°2
Again the proof is analogous to the one given for Corol-
lary 2 to Theorem 4.1.
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This corollary also can be depicted graphically
(Fig. 4.2) and for a variance averter, U2 < 0, the condi-
tion becomes
2 V 01 02 (P12 - °1
__________°_2 = MRT11 , or at the
112 - 111
point where a 1 = V, and a 2 = 0, MRS12 must be less than
MRT12 •
D--
(Fig. 4.2)
As Figure 4.2 indicates, utility can be improved
by moving from E along the diversification transformation
locus in the direction of f, where a l is held as an asset,
and a 2 is held as a liability.
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4.5 Pure Asset Diversification From
An Initial Point of Equilibrium
Theorem 4.3:
Starting from a point of initial equilibrium for
N securities, if the condition for asset diversification,
M
L
m=l
U (Cm m) 0m N+r - Cn > , holds for some "new" asset, r, and
some "old" asset, n, then it holds for every old asset,
k=l, •.. ,N, and for any linear combination of the N "old"
assets, where the weights sum to one.
The significance of Theorem 4.3 is that, starting
from a point of initial equilibrium for N securities, the
method of "financing" the asset diversification move does
not matter. The negative level of anyone liability can
be increased, the positive level of any asset can be re-
duced, or any combination of changes can be employed and
the results will be the same.
The intuitive appeal of the theorem is that in
equilibrium, the levels of all securities are adjusted to
the same value of marginal utility of wealth, A. If a
"new" asset has a higher marginal utility than A, then
diversification is in order; if not, the "new" asset should
not be brought into the portfolio.
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Proof:
From Chapter I, the first-order conditions for op-
timal allocation over N securities include the following
N equations:
, k=l, ..• ,N, or
M
L
m=l
t1
rn
M m
= E Urn Ck , n,k=l, ••• ,N
rn=l
Multiplying each side of each equation by (-1) and adding
M m
L Urn CN+r to each side of each equation gives:
m=l
M m M M MCm m m n,k=l, •.• ,N,L U CN+r - E Urn = E Urn CN+r - E Urn Ck '
m=l m m=l n m=l m=l
which can be rewritten as:
M~ U (Crn _ Crn)
L. I'1 N n
rn=l +r
M
= L
m=l
U
m
m m(CN+r - Ck ), n,k=I, .•. ,N •
M rn
Consequently, if E Urn (C~+r - Cn) > 0, for some n=l, ••• ,N,
m=l
M
then E
rn=l
U
m
rn m(CN+r - Ck) > 0 for k=l, .•• ,N.
To demonstrate that the condition also holds for
any linear combination of the "old" securities where the
weights sum to one, consider the following.
For daN+r > 0, and dak = uk (-1) daN+r , k=I, ... ,N
N
and L uk = 1 , then:
k=l
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./ da:] , orJC l:~ M [N Cm R mJU · = L: U L: <Xk ( -1) dar + CN+r
m=l m k=l k
JC ldAR) [:M m N m J RJU • - L: Urn (CN+r L: Ck <X k ) dardA. m=l k=l
N
with L: <Xk = 1.
k=l
R
Since dar > 0, this term will be positive if and only if
M m N m
L: U (CN+r - L: Ck <Xk) > 0
m=l m k=l
Multiplying each of the first-order conditions for optimal
allocation over N securities, by <X k ' k=l, ••• ,N, gives:
M m
L: Urn Ck uk =Auk .
m=l
Summing over k,
N M
Cm
N
L: L: Urn <X k = A r <X k = A ,k=l m=l k k=l
so that
N M M m
L: L: U Ck uk = r Urn C
k=l m=l m m=l n
Thus
M m N M m M m M m
L: Urn CN+r L: L: Urn Ck uk = L: U CN+r - L: U Cn' and
m=l k=l m=l m=l
m
m=l m
M m M m M m Cm)L: U CN+r L: U Cn = L: U (CN+r - > 0 .m m m=l m nm=l m=l
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Rearranging the first term gives the required condition
Q.E.D.
4.6 Pure Liability Diversification
Starting From An Initial
Point of Equilibrium
Theorem 4.4:
Starting from a point of initial equilibrium for
N securities, if the condition for liability diversification,
M m m
L U
m
(CN+r - C ) < 0, holds for some "new" liability, r,m=l n
and some "old" asset, n, then it holds for every "old" se-
curity, or for any linear combination of the N "old" se-
curities, where the weights sum to one.
Both the proof and the interpretation of Theorem
4.4 are analogous to those presented for Theorem 4.3.
4.7 Appraisal
The goal of this chapter has been to apply the
analysis of Chapter I to the single-period diversification
problem. The single-step solution procedure, developed
for the allocation problem, was based on the calculus of
smooth and differentiable functions over continuous and
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infinitely divisible variables. These assumptions stand
in contradistinction to several of the important d1screte
features of the portfolio problem in general, and the di-'
versification problem in particular.
Explicit diversific~tion costs, due to keeping
track of and administering a large number of securities,34
as well as solving the various algorithms, would appear to
be a discrete function of the number of securities. In
addition, there is an important integer nature to the so-
lution of the portfolio problem. Markets might not exist
for fractional shares of the securities, and/or the trans-
actions costs might differ between odd lot and round lot
trading in securities.
Another problem of the approach employed in Chap-
ter I is that by appraising a diversification strategy at
the margin, with an infinitesimal change, only the ques-
tion of the entry of "new" securities is examined, and not
the possible exit of "old" securities from the portfolio.
It is conceivable that the "new" security would so dominate
one or more "old" securities that it would drive them out
of the portfolio, leaving the total number of securities
in the portfolio the same, or possibly even reduced.
34Kane r14], p. I.
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The lack of harmony between the nature of the
problem and tools for the analysis is severe, and the di-
versification problem should be reexamined with techniques
of integer programming, "and where diversification costs
and transactions costs are allowed. However, in spite of
the deficiencies of the approach, hopefully the analysis
has shed some light on the nature of the solution to the
diversification problem.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 greatly reduce the potential
complexity of searching all possible combinations of di-
versification strategies by demonstrating that for the
classes of strategies consisting of pure asset diversifi-
cation and pure liability diversification, the investor
need only compare one "new" security with one "old" se-
curity at a time.
35
At the same time, Theorems 4.1 and
4.2 provide the investor with a rule for comparing these
securities. The corollaries to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 demon-
strate how these rules could be applied in the mean/variance
models.
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 further simplify the procedure
for appraising pure asset and pure liability diversification
35 ft' . l' . t fThe class 0 stra egles lnvo vlng a mlX ure 0
assets and liabilities has not been examined and is left
open to further research.
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strategies by demonstrating that, starting from a point of
initial equilibrium, the investor need only appraise a "new"
security once, and the selection of the "old" security for
making the comparison is arbitrary. Any of the "old" se-
curities, or any linear combination of "old" securities
where the weights sum to one gives the same result.
CHAPTER V
DIVERSIFICATION THEOREMS BASED ON
THE SEPARATION THEOREMS AND DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS
OF CHAPTERS II AND III
5.1 When Should A Division Diversify?
In section 3.11, a rule was established for the
optimal management of the divisional portfolio. That rule
stated that the manager of the dth division should act as
if the goal of the division is to maximize the value
Nd 1 Nd d/k N 1 *r Cd . L: 8d,k h d . - L: Cn hd i=l IJ. k=l IJ. n=l n
a ( 8d , 1 I • • .,Bd, Nd ) =. Nd Nd N2 d,k 2 *L: Cd . L: 8d ,k h d . - L: C hi=l ,J. k=l ,J. n=l n n
Nd
subject to the constraint that r Bd,k = 1. Under this
k=l
rule the division should diversify if and only if the di-
versification strategy succeeds in increasing the value
ad. Theorem 5.1 establishes the condition for which the
d
measure, a I is increased by diversification.
Theorem 5.1:
Further diversification by the dth division will
increase ad if and only if there exists some "old" security,
n , and some "new" security, r , for which
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I d d i
> e , where e is the initial
value of the function,
ed (Bd,l,···,Sd,Nd)·
Proof:
Taking the unconstrained, total differential of
e
d
= f: gives
9
(1) d (~) = J fd · gd _ fd · J gd(gt1) 2
i
Diversification by the dth division will increase ed, if
and only if (1) is greater than zero, when the appropriate
values are substituted in for the vector, dB =
The condition that
~fd gd _fd Jgd) > 0 ,
(gd) 2
is equivalent to
dSd,l(:fd d .(2 ) . g > o.
dSd,N
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Dividing (2) by the scalar Jg d• g gives
d d fd .Adding e to each side and recalling that e ~ ~ y~elds
g
the condition
d (d~d'lJf
(4 ) dS d
d;d'J
> e
dJg
d8d , d
If the firm diversifies in the direction of the
rth "new" security at the expense of the nth "old" security,
The
d
necessary and sufficient condition for increasing e then
reduces to
(5 ) d> e •
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By cancelling dBd,Nd+r' (5) becomes
(6) d> e
Substituting into this expression on the basis of
fd d Nd 1 d,h
=
df
= L: Cd' h d .h dEd,h i=l ,~ ,~
d agd Nd 2 d,hgh = =L: Cd' h d .dBd h ,~ ,~
,
, i=l
I
'I
gives the desired result:
Nd c1 (hd,Nd+r !h d'~)L: d
(7) i=l d,i d,i d,~ > eNd c2 . ( hd'~d+r _ hd,~ )L:
i=l d,~ d,1 d,1
Q.E.D.
Corollary I to Theorem 5.1:
, and
In the case of a single division (separation),
the firm should diversify if and only if there exists a
"new" security, r, and an "old" security, n, such that
N (h~+r _ h~)L: (;:1- 1~i=l > e-
N 2 ~ N+r
- h~)L: C· h.
i=l 1 ~
The proof of Corollary 1 follows directly from Theorem 5.1.
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Corollary 2 to Theorem 5.1:
For the mean/standard-deviation model, in the
case of a single division (separation), when the Nth se-
curity is riskless, the firm should diversify if and only
if there exists a "new" security, r, and an "old" security,
n, such that
]..IN+r - ]..In
dO dO
daN+r -~
Proof:
= e
i
Selecting the natural basis elements for n=l, ••. ,N-l,
n * *
= 1, and hi = 0 for i~n; and hN=l, and hn=O for n#N,
N-l C~ N-l h~ N c1 * N-l 1 1L: L: Sk - L: hn L: C· S· - CNl. l. n l. l.
el i=l k=l n=l = i=l= N-l N-l N N-l2 k
cl * c~ C2L: c· L: Sk h. - L: h L: S· -l. l. n n i=l l. l. Ni=l k=l n=l
c~ c~ dOIn the mean/standard-deviation model, = ]..Ii' and = -oa.l. l. ~
With Lintner's definitions
N-l N-l
]..Ir = L: ]..I. S· , for L: S· = 1
i=l l. l. i=l l.
N-l dO N-l
or = L: da. S· , for L: S. = 1
- i=l l. l. i=l l.
dO 1
curity riskless, daN = 0, then e =
I and
and with the Nth se-
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Thus the condition for diversification to increase utility,
established in Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.1, becomes
Q.E.D.
llN+r - lln
dO dO
daN+r - dan
>
llr - llN
This is the criterion employed by Mao [21], in
one of the few theoretical works formally addressing the
diversification problem.
5.2 Diversification Theorems for
the Mean/Variance Model
Theorem 2.5 of Chapter II demonstrates that for
o
the mean/variance model, the optimal portfolio, A , lies
on a straight line passing through
v
The first of these two points has been identified as the
minimum-variance portfolio, and the second is the minimum-
variance portfolio plus an adjustment factor that depends
only on the first two moments of the joint distribution of
returns.
The addition of a "new" security adds a new di-
mension to portfolio space, but it mayor may not change
either one of these two points. If it changes either (other
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than a movement along the same line) then the presumption
is that utility has been increased. The reasoning is that
the old optimal point, AO, remains in the feasible set, but
would only lie on both the old line and the new line in the
event that AO is the point of intersection of the two lines.
Otherwise, by the separation Theorem 2.5 of Chapter II in
Part I, the new optimal point lies on the new line and not
the old line. Accordingly, some point on the new line must
°yield greater utility than does the point A •
Theorem 5.2 examines the question of when diver-
sification leads to a reduction in the minimum-variance
point in the feasible set. The corollary to Theorem 5.2
specialized the diversification question to the case where
N equals one. This is in fact the proverbial question of
when should all of the eggs be put into one basket. The-
orem 5.3 examines the question of when, if ever, the mini-
mum-variance point can be made arbitrarily close to zero
simply by increased diversification.
Theorem 5.2:
Diversification reduces the variance on the mini-
mum-variance portfolio if and only if there is an "old"
security, n, and a "new" security, r, for which
N min
L (ak,N+r - ak,n) ak < 0 ,
k=l
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where Amin is the minimum-variance portfolio for N se-
curities.
Proof:
The variance of the minimum-variance portfolio is
N N
= L L
i=l j=l
min
0.. a.
1.J 1.
min
a.
J
If a new security, r, is added to the portfolio in the
amount of R then the change in variance is given bydar'
2 N N min d min N min Rdo = 2 L L o .. a. a. + 2 L (Ji,N+r a· dar .
i=l 1.J 1. J i=l
1.j=l
If the "new" security is financed entirely by one "old"
. ( . d min 0 f . -J. d d min d R)secur1ty, n 1.e., a. = or ~rn, an a = - ar ,1. n
then the change in variance can be expressed as
2 N
do = 2 L
i=l
o· .
1.J
min
a.
1.
R N min R(-dar) + 2 L (Ji,N+r a. dar
i=l 1.
Diversification decreases variance if and only if this
measure is less than zero. Collecting terms, the condi-
tion is
RFor dar' asset diversification, this condition is equiva-
lent to
Q.E.D.
N min
L (ai,N+r - 0in) a. < 0 •
i=l 1.
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minEach term in the above condition, (oi,N+r - 0i,n) ai
measures the marginal impact of the variance contributed
by each of the "old" securities of adding a bit of the "new"
security and removing a bit of the "old". If the sum of
these terms, over all of the "old" securities is negative,
then the total variance will be reduced by diversification.
When there is only one "old" security, and the
question is raised of whether or not a second security is
to be added, Theorem ~2 takes a particularly simple form.
Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.2:
Diversifying from one asset to two reduces the
variance on the minimum-variance portfolio if and only' if
Proof:
minWhen N=l, then n=l, and a l = V. By Theorem 5.2,
variance will be reduced if and only if (012 - all) V < o.
This condition is equivalent to 012 < all. with the two
statistical definitions, 012 = P12 °1 O2
2
and all = ° 1 '
2
the condition can be rewritten as P12 01 02 < 01 ' or
01
dividing by 01 O2 , the condition is, P12 < ° 2
Q.E.D.
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This condition states that diversification will
reduce variance if and only if the correlation between the
"old" and "new" securities is less than the ratio of the
standard deviation of the "old" security over the "new"
security. Both aI' and a2 must be positive, and hence
their ratio must be positive. Thus diversification must
always reduce variance if the securities are independent
or are negatively correlated. Also, the upper bound onPl2
is +1, and hence for a l > 02' diversification must decrease
variance. This result is not surprising because as net
worth is transferred from a security with a high variance
to a security with low variance, one would expect portfolio
variance to fall.
A result that may seem counterintuitive is that
the converse of the above statement need not hold. Even
°1if a l < 02' diversification reduces variance if P12 < -- •
°2
That is, transferring net worth from one security to a
second security, which has a greater variance, will none-
the less reduce portfolio variance if the correlation be-
h ·t·· 1 h °1tween t e two secur1 1es 1S ess t an --
°2
Can diversification reduce variance indefinitely,
or is there some irreducible minimum, beyond which diver-
sification cannot reduce variance? Sharpe [33] and Mao
[21] have examined this question and have found that, in
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general, there is an irreducible minimum. Sharpe has
labeled this minimum with the term "unsystematic r~sk."
Any component of portfolio variance above this minimum has
been labeled "systematic risk."
Theorem 5.3 examines the question for the specific
case of uncorrelated securities, and establishes that if
all of the securities are of bounded variance, then port-
folio variance can be made arbitrarily close to zero simply
by increased diversification.
Theorem 5.3:
In the Mean/Variance model, for uncorrelated se-
. t . . th b d d' ( . 2 -2 1 )cur~ ~es w~ oun e var~ances ~.e., an ~ a , n= , ••. ,
then in the limit, as the number of securities, N, goes to
00, the minimum variance goes to zero.
Proof:
Variance is quadratic form, 2 A'LA > o.a a =
Lim 2aminThus it suffices to show that N-+-oo· < 0 . Either
-
2 ~ 0, n=I, ... ,N, 2 0 for some k.an or ak =
Case 1) 2ak = 0 for some k. Then the undiversified port-
folio, with all net worth in asset k has a variance of
t h t Lim a~in = 0 .zero, so a N+oo
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Case 2) 2(J n :I 0, n~1 , •.• ,N. ,
Then the covarance matrix, L, is invertible, and the in-
along the diagonal.verse is the diagonal matrix with 1
a 2n
By an earlier theorem, the minimum-variance portfolio is
Amin = V L- l J •
I'L- 1 f
Thus the minimum variance is
,
but with = ~-1L. ,
We already have that
-1
L =
1
af
1
-2-
oN
so that
-1 N
J'r. I > r.
n=l
and, since
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, n=l, •.• ,
N 1 N 1 N
E
0 2
>
-2 = ::z
n=l n n=lo 0
v2 V2 -2
0 2 ,
0
Hence, < ~ = Nm1n 2
0
Lim 2 Lim V2 -2
and °min < 0 0N+c» --v- = .N+ClO
Q.E.D.
5.3 Appraisal
This chapter applies the tools developed in Chap-
ter II and Chapter III to the diversification problem. The
basic approach to the problem in this chapter is the same
as that employed in Chapter IV. Accordingly, all quali-
fications that were listed in section 4.7 for the analysis
of the previous chapter apply equally to the analysis of
this chapt.er. The diversification problem needs to be re-
examined with the techniques of linear programming, and
where diversification costs, and transaction costs, are
allowed. In lieu of such analysis, it is with the same
hope, expressed in section 4.7, that this admittedly super-
ficial analysis of the problem of diversification sheds
some light on the nature of the solution.
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In Chapter IV, the rules established for apprais-
ing diversification strategies employ the first partials
of the investor's utility function. In Chapter V, new
rules were established that are independent of the in-
vestor's preferences. These rules correspond to the separa-
tion theorems and decomposition theorems of Chapter II and
Chapter III.
Theorem 5.1 provides a diversification rule for
the manager of the dth division of the firm. In Part I
it is demonstrated that the single-division case of the
decomposition problem coincided with the separation prob-
lem. Accordingly, Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.1 specializes
the rule for diversification by a division to the case of
the single-division firm. This rule then provides the
firm with a diversification rule independent of the inves-
tor's preferences. Corollary 2 further specializes the
rule to the mean/standard-deviation model, and this spe-
cial case of the general rule is identical with the rule
developed by Mao [21] in one of the few theoretical works
on diversification.
In section 5.2 the non-linear, non-efficient-
frontier-related separation theorem of Chapter II, de-
veloped for the mean/variance model, is applied to the
problem of diversification. In Theorem 2.5, the minimum-
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variance portfolio plays a particularly important role.
Theorem 5.2 examines the question of when further diver-
sification would reduce the variance of the minimum-vari-'
ance portfolio. The corollary to that theorem demonstrates
that the general rule takes an especially simple form for
the question of when the investor should diversify from
one to two securities. And, lastly, Theorem 5.3 examines
the question of when further diversification decreases the
variance on the minimum-variance portfolio indefinitely.
The entire analysis of Chapter V is restricted to
the class of dual-characteristic models. The reason for
this restriction is that the theorems of this chapter are
based on the separation theorems and decomposition theorems
of Part I, which are themselves restricted to the class of
dual-characteristic models. New techniques need to be de-
veloped to extend this work to the more general, multi-
characteristic model.
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